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Abstract 
In this dissertation, the hemispherical DR antenna is investigated theoretically 
and experimentally. The hemispherical DR is chosen because its interface between 
dielectric and air requires no magnetic wall assumption so that during the 
formulation of the problem a more accurate solution can be obtained. 
Both coaxial probe-fed and aperture-coupled DR antennas are studied. In the 
former, the exact electric field Green's function with separate particular and 
homogeneous parts is derived rigorously in a form which can be evaluated very 
efficiently. Both TE to r and TM to r modes of the hemispherical DR are discussed. 
The probe current and hence the input impedance are obtained by using the method 
of moments with the Galerkin's procedure. Convergence checks of the numerical 
solutions for the present problem are discussed for different excitation models and 
dipole kernels. 
The effects of the probe length and the probe position on the input impedance 
are also studied. It is found that there are two degrees of freedom for the impedance 
matching of the DR antenna, namely the probe length and the probe position. 
Although the antenna size can be reduced if a higher dielectric constant is used, 
the dielectric constant cannot be increased indefinitely otherwise radiation will be 
severely suppressed and very narrow bandwidth will result. Moreover, by exciting 
different resonant modes, either a broadside or an end-fire radiation pattern can be 
obtained. 
In the case of aperture-coupled excitation, the reciprocity method is used to 
formulate the problem. The analysis consists of two parts: the DR antenna above 
the ground plane and the microstrip feed line below the ground plane. In the former, 
the exact magnetic field Green's function of the magnetic field inside the DR 
antenna due to an equivalent magnetic current of the slot (aperture) is derived. The 
technique similar to that employed in the probe-fed case is used to avoid numerical 
difficulties in evaluating the Green's function. For the analysis of the microstrip 
part，the expressions are evaluated in the spectral domain. Such calculations are 
well developed and computationally efficient. 
The broadside TEm mode and the end-fire TE221 mode are studied, and 
verified by measurements. The effects of the slot length, the slot position and the 
slot width on the input impedance are studied. By varying these parameters, 
impedance matching can be achieved . 
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Today the frequency range of modem communication systems has gradually 
progressed upward into the millimeter wave region. Although microstrip antennas 
were studied and used extensively during the last decade, they cannot be simply 
scaled up in frequency. Ohmic power loss in the imperfectly conducting portion is 
increased at higher frequencies, and the efficiency of the antenna may be reduced 
significantly. While dielectric resonator (DR) is traditionally used in filter and 
oscillator applications [1], Long and his collaborators [2]-[4] showed that DRs of 
different shapes (cylindrical [2]，rectangular [3] and hemispherical [4]) can also be 
used as effective radiators. The various shapes of DR antennas are shown in Fig. 
1-1. With the use of DRs, small size and low cost antennas can be frabricated while 
maintaining efficient radiation. Without the metal portion, loss of the DR antenna 
is mainly caused by dielectric loss, which is very small in practice. 
V _ _ ^ 





Fig. 1-1 Various shapes for DR antennas (a) Cylindrical (b) Rectangular (c) Hemispherical 
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Although DR antennas are so promising for high frequency applications, 
limited information about the antenna characteristics is available in the literature. 
Apart from experimental studies [2]-[7], most of the analysis concentrate only on 
radiation patterns [8]. In this dissertation, the input impedance of a DR antenna is 
analyzed. Experiment is carried out to verify the theory. 
Cylindrical DRs are easy to frabricate, but have edge-shaped boundaries which 
make the analytical solution difficult to find explicitly. In analyzing cylindrical DRs, 
the perfect magnetic wall approximation is usually used to estimate the resonant 
frequencies of the structure. This model simply covers the surface of the DR with 
a perfect magnetic conductor, and the analysis procedure is similar to that of a 
metallic hollow resonator. However, the results given by this method are not 
satisfactory with discrepancies of 20% or more between theory and measured values 
[1]. Furthermore, since the fields outside the DR are neglected in using the magnetic 
wall approximation, this method is not feasible in evaluating the input impedance 
with which the present work is concerned. To account for the fields outside an open 
DR, J Van Bladel [9]-[ll] used perturbational method which is based on the 
asymptotic expansion of the fields in terras of the inverse powers of Using 
this method, the explicit dependence of various parameters on can be obtained, 
but the results are only accurate in the limit as This is unsuitable for 
practical antenna designs as DRs of high e^  will severely suppress the radiated fields. 
Although this method can derive more accurate results by considering higher order 
correction terms in 1/V^，the treatment becomes very complicated. 
Surface integral equation technique, which is formulated in a rigorous fashion, 
can accurately computed not only the resonant frequencies and Q factors [12], but 
also the electromagnetic field distributions in the vicinity of the DR [13]. This 
method is based on the equivalence principle [14] from which the equivalent surface 
electric current J , and the equivalent surface magnetic current M, on the DR surface 
are derived. The currents J , and M, are then solved numerically through two coupled 
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equations. From the surface currents, all field components inside and outside the 
DR can be computed. Ghods and Rahmat-Sammi [15] used this method to obtain 
the input impedance of a dielectric coated monopole antenna. However, solving the 
coupled equations is computationally expensive and, therefore, time inefficient. 
A DR antenna of the rectangular shape is also easy to fabricate. However, due 
to the fact that it has even more boundaries, the analysis of this geometry is most 
difficult and complicated. Moreover, it was found that the estimated resonant 
frequency obtained by using the perfect magnetic wall approximation has a larger 
discrepancy between theory and measured value than that in the cylindrical case 
[3]. Nevertheless, other methods as discussed before are basically applicable to this 
geometry. Again, the solution relies heavily on intensive numerical computations, 
and usually it takes a long time to obtain the results. 
This dissertation will concentrate on hemispherical DR antennas [4]. The 
hemispherical shape is chosen because of the simple interface between itself and 
free space. In the spherical coordinate system, the variables of the wave functions 
are separable, which simplifies the analysis a lot. For example, the orthogonality 
of the modes can now be utilized to determine the modal coefficients. Due to the 
simple structure, no magnetic wall assumption is required in the problem 
formulation, and hence a more accurate solution can be obtained. In fact, exact 
solutions of DRs are derivable only for spheres and doughnuts [16]. 
The resonance behaviour and the field configurations of a dielectric sphere 
were investigated systematically by M. Gastine et al [17] in 1967. In their work， 
the characteristic equations for the TE to r modes modes with n=l,2,..., 
m=0,l”.. and /7=1,2,...) and TM to r modes (TM— modes with n=l，2，..” m=0，l”.. 
and /?=1，2”..）were given. By solving the characteristic equations, one can obtain 
the resonant frequencies as well as the Q factors for various TE and TM modes. 
The theory was shown to agree well with measured data. Later in 1984, the use of 
hemispherical DR as an antenna was demonstrated experimentally by M. W. Mark 
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et al. [4]. In the demonstration, a coaxial probe penetrating into a DR was used as 
the excitation source. The measured input impedance of the lowest order TEm to 
r mode that radiates efficiently in the broadside direction was shown. It was found 
that the measured resonant frequency agreed well with that predicted by solving 
the TEjii mode characteristic equation. Using this antenna, one can achieve 
impedance matching in antenna designs by simply varying the probe length as well 
as the feed position. 
Several excitation methods for DR antennas were investigated, such as using 
the coaxial probe feed [4], microstripline feed [5] and the aperture coupling [6]. 
The DR antenna using the microstripline feed is shown in Fig. 1-2, where the 
antenna is placed on the top of a common microstrip substrate for its excitation. 
However, the analysis of this structure is difficult due to the presence of the 
dielectric substrate which separates the DR antenna from the ground plane. Because 
of the separation, the application of image theory will result in a configuration in 
which the dielectric substrate lies between two DR antennas. Matching the boundary 
conditions for such configuration is complicated. In contrast, when image theory is 
applied to the case of coaxial probe feed (Fig. 1-3) or aperture coupling (Fig. 1-4)， 
a single DR antenna with excitation source inside itself is obtained. The analysis 
of this configuration is relatively simple. In this dissertation, the coaxial probe fed 
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Fig. 1-3 Geometry of DR antenna fed by a coaxial probe 
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Fig. 1-4 Geometry of DR antenna fed by an aperture 
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In the analysis of the input impedance of a probe fed hemispherical DR 
antenna’ the mode matching method [18] is used. In this method, the fields are first 
expressed as summations of spherical harmonics in spherical coordinates. Boundary 
conditions are then enforced at the source point and the surface of the DR antenna. 
An integral equation for the probe current is formulated and is solved by the method 
of moments [19] with the Galerkin's procedure. Once the probe current is found, 
the input impedance can be obtained readily. The theory is then verified by the 
experimental data available in the literature as well as additional measurements. 
To find the input impedance using the method of moments (MM), the probe 
current is first expanded by a set of basis functions. In this dissertation, both entire 
domain sinusoidal basis (EB) functions and piecewise sinusoidal (PWS) basis 
functions are used. Although the use of PWS modes introduce singularities at certain 
points along the probe due to the discontinuous derivatives, the series does converge 
faster than the case of EB modes when only little information is known about the 
true current. However，because EB modes have continuous derivatives, the results 
produced by this method are generally closer to the expected values [20]. A 
comparison between EB functions and PWS functions will be shown. Moreover, 
convergency checks for the MM solutions are also performed. 
The radiation machanisim of the probe fed DR antenna in fact consists of two 
parts. The energy first radiates from the coaxial probe to the DR, this energy then 
radiates from the DR to the air. In the first part, the problem of a cylindrical 
monopole antenna is encountered. Traditionally, two excitation models are used for 
the cylindrical monopole antenna : delta gap and magnetic frill source models. 
Although the delta gap source model allows a simpler problem formulation, it 
usually leads to a divergent solution as the model does not represent any realistic 
� source. For example, the current near the driving point is found to be logarithmically 
singular [21]. Moreover, a divergent series of the loop current is obtained when it 
is applied to a loop antenna [22]. On the other hand, although the use of a magnetic 
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frill source model requires more computational effort, it does represent a realistic 
source and hence a convergent result can be obtained. The difference between using 
a delta gap source model and a magnetic frill source model is also studied in this 
dissertation. 
In analyzing the cylindrical monopole (which is presently a part of the probe 
fed DR antenna), the reduced kernel [23]-[24] is usually used to approximate the 
exact kernel. In using the reduced kernel, the axial current is assumed to concentrate 
on the axis of the cylindrical antenna. This approximation avoids the singularity 
which occurs when the field point coincides with the source point, and hence the 
problem can be implemented numerically without difficulty. Moreover, a 
circumferential integration, which is required for the exact kernel, is avoided in the 
reduced kernel, resulting in a substantial reduction in computation time. The reduced 
kernel, however, is valid only for thin wires. Imbriale and Ingerson [25] derived a 
correction term for the wire radius so that the reduced kernel remains accurate even 
for moderately thick wire antennas. However, for thick wire antennas, the exact 
kernel should be used. The results of using the traditional reduced kernel, the 
reduced kernel with effective radius and the exact kernel will be presented in this 
dissertation. 
The excitation of a DR antenna using aperture coupling is first suggested by 
J.T.H.ST. Martin et, al [6] in 1990. This new feed mechanism was originally 
proposed by Pozar [26] for the excitation of raicrostrip antennas. Such feeding 
method offers several advantages for DR antennas : 
(1) active devices can be integrated on a dielectric substrate with the feed 
network, and the DR antenna is located on the adjacent side. This allows the 
usage of DR antennas in MMIC applications ； 
(2) the problem of large probe self reactances, which is critical at millimeter-wave 
frequencies, is avoided because the connection made to the DR antenna is 
now indirect ； 
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(3) Drilling holes in DR antennas for probe penetrations is no longer necessary. 
Although this excitation method is somewhat better than the probe-fed one 
from the practical point of view, the analysis of the aperture-coupled version is 
more complicated than that of the probe-fed version. Sullivan and Schaubert [27] 
presented a rigorous treatment for an aperture coupled microstrip antenna using the 
method of moments. In their analysis, the current on the feed line is expanded in 
a combination of subsectional and entire domain basis functions, whereas the 
incident and reflected currents are represented by travelling wave modes 
corresponding to the fundamental microstrip mode. By enforcing appropriate 
boundary conditions, three matrix equations are derived. Solving the matrix 
equations yields the current reflection coefficient at the center of the aperture. The 
input impedance at the aperture position is then computed from the current reflection 
coefficient. Since the non-uniform currents on the feed line are modelled rigorously 
to account for higher order modes on the microstrip line, it requires tedious 
formulation and is computationally inefficient 
A simpler method which combines the reciprocity analysis and a moment 
method solution was presented by Pozar [28], who used the method to solve the 
problems of a printed slot and an aperture coupled microstrip antenna. It applies 
the reciprocity theorem to the total fields and the transmitted as well as the reflected 
propagating microstripline fields. This leads to two equations for three unknowns, 
namely the reflection coefficient, the transmission coefficient and the aperture field 
at the aperture position. The third equation comes from enforcing the boundary 
condition on the aperture. The equivalent series impedance of the slot is then derived 
from the reflection coefficient. Using the concept of the equivalent series impedance, 
the input impedance of the slot terminated by an open circuited stub is easily 
obtained. In this dissertation, the microstripline excitation is analyzed based on the 
Pozar's method while the antenna part is analyzed using the mode matching method 
similar to the probe fed case. 
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The organization of this dissertation is as follows. Chapter 2 deals with the 
analysis of a probe fed hemispherical DR antenna. Both the broadside TEm mode 
and the end-fire TMioi mode are considered. By using the mode matching method, 
the exact Green's function of the z-directed electric field due to a z-directed point 
current is derived. The single cavity mode approximation as well as the exact modal 
solution on the input impedance are studied. Measurements are carried out to verify 
the theory. The effects of the probe length, probe position and the dielectric constant 
on the input impedance are studied. In addition, the theoretical single mode radiation 
patterns are also shown. 
The theoretical and experimental studies of the aperture coupled hemispherical 
DR antenna are presented in Chapter 3. The analysis of the microstripline excitation 
is carried out in spectral domain while the modal (spatial) technique is used to study 
the DR antenna. In the latter, the exact Green's function of the y-directed magnetic 
field due to a y-directed magnetic point current is derived. The input impedance at 
the aperture position is evaluated using the single mode approximation as well as 
the exact modal solution. The results are verified by measurements. The effects of 
the slot length, the slot width and the slot position on the input impedance are 
studied. 
Chapter 4 concludes the research and points to future development directions. 
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CHAPTER 2 
ANALYSIS OF A PROBE FED HEMISPHERICAL DR 
ANTENNA 
2.1 Introduction 
This chapter deals with a rigorous analysis of a probe-fed hemispherical DR 
antenna. The mode matching method [18] is used to derive the exact Green's 
function of a f-directed electric field due to a f-directed point current. This method 
enables one to understand the property of an individual resonant mode easily. 
However, the traditional problem associated with the method is the convergence of 
the modal solution. When a source free problem is encountered, the modal solution 
usually converges very quickly and therefore the problem is not obvious. However, 
when the excitation source is also considered, the modal solution near the source 
region converges very slowly and numerical problems will arise. The main problem 
is the numerical difficulties encountered in evaluating higher-order wave functions, 
which are needed for a slowly convergent modal solution. For example, Hankel 
functions of high order have such a large amplitude that they are difficult to handle 
numerically, and very often the technique of pre-scaling is required. To avoid this 
difficulty, Nevels and his collaborators [29]-[31] have presented the modal Green's 
function as the sum of a slowly converging particular solution portion and a rapidly 
converging homogeneous portion. This allows a special treatment to the slowly 
converging portion and thus alleviates the numerical problems of the overall modal 
solution. This technique is used in this formulation. 
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2.2 Problem Formulation 
The antenna configuration is shown in Fig.2-1. The DR of radius a is fed 
with a probe of length I and radius ?\，located at a displacement b from the center. 
The outer radius of the coaxial aperture is r� . 
Z 
Hemispherical DR 
Coaxial probe y / ^ 
_ / Ground plane g 
Z 
L 0 Coaxial probe 
/ / / / / / / / / / / / \ | /力 " " 
Ground plane 2 厂 
一 [ 2 。 
Fig. 2-1 Configuration of a probe fed DR antenna 
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Using the equivalence principle and image theory, the equivalent geometry 
ofFig.2-1 is obtained and it is shown in Fig.2-2(a) (delta gap source) and Fig.2-2(b) 
(magnetic frill source). 
21 I vjv vjy 
(a) (b) 
Fig. 2-2 Equivalent geometry by using equivalence principle and image theory 
(a) Delta gap source model (b) magnetic frill source model 
The input impedance of the original problem is then equal to one half of that of 
the new problem [22]. In the magnetic frill source model, the electric field on the 
coaxial aperture is assumed to be a TEM mode, with the equivalent magnetic frill 
current given by : 
玩 ⑶ 二 一 ^ ！ ； ^ ^ 添 r i 4 � 2 ( 2 - 1 ) 
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where V is the aperture voltage. 
In the following formulation, f ( r , 0,中）refers to the field point and 7'(r'， 
8'，（to refers to the source point, and an e�似 dependence is assumed for the fields 
and therefore suppressed throughout The f-directed current is first resolved into 
and 产-directed components as shown in Fig.2-3 : 
y L 
Fig. 2-3 The f-directed current resolved into 
and f-directed components 
Mathematically, we have : 
/,(?)£ = (2-2) 
where 
= “ ? ) sine' (2-3b) 
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The electric potential F, and magnetic potential A, of the resolved point currents J, 
and 7e can be found easily. Once the potentials are obtained, the various field 
components due to the f-directed current are evaluated using the following equations 
[32]: 
1 ( \ — + A, (2-4a) 
： - 1 ^ 1 
令 e r 3 0 drd()> ( 2 4 c ) 
1 f \ 
I dA, 1 
e li^rsinG d(t> Jm^^r drdO ^ 
- 1 dA, 1 
‘ f l ^ r do jcoeil^rsinO drd(j) 
Note that when A;.=0 (i.e. only F, exists), equation (2-4) gives the fields of TE to 
r mode. Similarly, when F,=0, fields of TM to r mode will result. It should be 
mentioned that a ^-directed current will excite both TE and TM to r modes of the 
spherical dielectric resonator while an "directed current can excite only TM to r 
modes. Therefore two potential functions, G^: and G^，are required to represent 
all the possible fields excited by a §-directed current, but one potential function Gy/ 
alone is sufficient for an "directed one. The Green's functions Gy； and G�deno te , 
respectively, the electric potential and the magnetic potential due to a ^-directed 
point current, while the Greenes function Gy； denotes the electric potential due to 
17 
i 
an 产-directed one. To begin with, the potentials are represented as sums of particular 
and homogeneous solutions as discussed in Section 2.1. In the following 
presentation, subscripts p and /i are used to denote, respectively, the particular 
solution and the homogeneous solution. 
(A) Derivation of Gj^  and G); 
For G � � w e write : 
Particular solution 
/r - n .办 f人应 f ( i t r ) r>r, 
® n=0m=-n [H^Xkr') J„(kr) T < 
Homogeneous solution 
J, - n J ni^r) r<a 
For Gj^ y we write : 
Particular solution 
A - ” •办(j/(kr') Hf{kr) r > � 
ntomr-n ”历"� [H^^^kr') J„(kr) r < 厂‘ 
Homogeneous solution 
where 
K = (2-5e) 
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I 
k = c o V ^ (2-5f) 
£ = £�£� (2-5g) 
and the coefficients , , C ^ ， , E抓 and are constants to be 
determined. is the associated Legendre function of the first kind with order 
/n and degree n, and J„(x) and are, respectively, spherical Bessel function 
of the first kind (Schelkunoff type [32, pp.268]) and spherical Hankel function 
(Schelkunoff type) of the second kind, both of order n. All other symbols have the 
usual meanings. 
(a) Particular Solutions 
The particular solutions are considered first. The coefficients A„„ and are 
solved by matching the boundary conditions at the source point (i.e. Eq，E炉 and Hq 
are continuous at r = f ' where H^ is discontinuous by a surface electric current J^J. 
It is easy to verify that (2-5a)-(2-5d) have already satisfied the boundary conditions 
for both Eq and E .^ The boundary conditions for H^ and H^ are now enforced. 
丨 —• 
(i) Boundary Condition for H^ at r = r ' 
Using the fact that H年 is discontinuous by a surface current J彻 at r = f ' , we 
have: 
H ; - = -J, , (2-6) 
where the superscripts ‘+，and ‘-，correspond to, respectively, the fields a t r = r ' + 5 
andr = r ' - 5 , and 5 is positive and vanishingly small. Starting from (2-5) and using 
(2-4), we get the following equation after simplification: 
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I 
i S ^ i i 主 D請盖户:(cose) X 主 饥 P : ( c o s e )产 
(2-7) 
In deriving (2-7), we have used the Wronskian of the spherical Bessel's equation: 
HfXkr^) 二 j (2-8) 
Summation over the index m is first eliminated by using the orthogonal relationship 
for the trigonometric functions : 
广 2" jpp imtj, 2冗 p =-m . V(t) = V r (2-9) 
10 p 本-m 
Equation (2-7) then becomes : 
~ d k m 坊 —iM r,广2k 
S 而/ > : ( c o s e ) + G — ” 5 i A „ „ " ( c o s e ) = ~ ^ J； 〜中（2-10) 
(ii) Boundary Condition for Hq at 7 = 7' 
Since Hq is continuous at r = r\ we have: 
H t - H ; = 0 (2-11) 
Starting from (2-5) and using (2-4), the following equation is obtained after 
simplification : 
jl^r Siny n = lm=-n �floEF n = 1 m =-« UU 
(2-12) 
Eliminating the summation over the index m (using (2-9)), we obtain : 
S i A ^ ^ P : ( c o s Q ) = 0 (2-13) sin9 n=i coen=i ao 
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The coefficients and are solved from the two coupled equations (2-10) and 
(2-13). To solve for the unknown coefficient we first multiply (2-10) by 
(mP,'"(cose)/sin0) and (2-13) by (dP;"(cosQ)_ and then add the two equations 
together. This gives the following equation: 
= 爷 • ： ， ] > - 、 (2-14) 
where P: =JP?(cosQ). 
Finally by using the orthogonal relationship for the associated Legendre functions 
[33, pp. 417] 
/ , , � 2 (n +m)l , _«� 
Jo k洲 de sm^e j [o n ^ r 
(2-15) 
and the following mathematical identity (Appendix A) 
m r K K 洲=0 V integers m, n and r. (2-16) Jo L "8 � 
the coefficient A抓 can be found: 
、 二 厂 挪洲（2-17) 
4710) n ( « + l ) (n + m ) ! Jb=oJ^=o 
The coefficient is solved similarly by first multiply (2-10) by 
and (2-13) by (mi^"*(cose)/sine) and then add the results together. The result is 
shown as follows: 
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* /I — — 
——r-T i A她 P："丄pm+pmApm . y ^ Apm 土 pm‘J^jyn jyn 
—一 y ^ t o " d ^ r^ . 
" " l i T ' ^ e ^ J o 中 (2-18) 
Using the orthogonal relationship for the associated Legendre functions (2-15) and 
the mathematical identity (2-16), we obtain as follows: 
n 一 2 / 1 + 1 (n-m)l r^ r^ d . A � = • • ^；^；：^  L J — / - sin e而O c o s (2-19) 
For a (surface) point current Jq, located at 6', <tO, we write : 
J _ 8 ( 9 - 9 0 • � 
r-sine 
Substituting (2-17), (2-19) and (2-20) into (2-5), we have the following particular 
solutions for the potential Green，s functions: 
Gje Z Z eOCCcos6)sinm((^-(^0 • , ' ： , , 
r sine n = im = i [Hf{kry^(kr) r <r' 
(2-21a) 
G j : \ 2 d n . e O P : ( c o s 9 ) C O S m ( ( ^ - f ) .；；；： , 
® r n = im=o )J^{kr) r <r' 
(2-21b) 
, k 2n + 1 (n 一m)! ,, /i,、 
where ； ^ ^ . •饥 (2-21C) 
^ ^ 
抓 A^2k n(n + l) (n+m)! � ) 
* \ 
• 1 for m > 0 = L ^ ^ (2-2 le) ‘ “ [ 2 for m = 0 
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(b) Homogeneous Solutions 
The homogeneous solutions for the potential Green's functions are obtained 
in a similar fashion, only that the boundary conditions are matched at the spherical 
surface of the DR ( i.e. Eq，E��Hq and H^ are continuous at r =a ). 
(i) Boundary Condition for Eq at r=a 
Eq is continuous on the surface r = a, and therefore 
E; = E； (2-22) 
where the superscripts ‘+’ and ‘一’ now correspond to, respectively, the fields at 
r =<2 + 5 and r = a - 5 , and 5 is positive and vanishingly small. 
Starting from (2-5) and using (2-4), we have: 
r ^ i i m [Aj^iknHSka)-^Bj^{ka)] P:(cosQ) eSinUn = lm=-/i 
JK n = lm=-n uKJ 
i mC„„A(k�ci)K(� 
£oSinW/i = lm=-rt 
Z i (2-23) 
After eliminating the summation over the index m (using (2-9)), we get 
^ I A抓P:(cose)-yco i = O (2-24) sin0« = i « = i 
where Kn (2-25a) £ c t>o 
= 宇 饮 O " / ( � " ( � 总 : � k � a � (2-25b) 
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(ii) Boundary Condition for E令 at r = a 
五令 continuous on the surface r = a , and therefore 
K = E； (2-26) 
Starting from (2-5) and using (2-4)，we have: 
去 £ i [ A 力 的 应 + 5抓人_] 
c/j = 1 m=-rt d^ 
CO ~ ” ^ 
饥 [ D ” 乂 ' ( h O 冷 / ( � + 五“义'(糾]C(cose) e j -
= 7 1 1 c ; A ( � a ) 头 O ^ o s e ) ,洲 
c^  /I = 1 m = -n uu 
CO ®  n 
一 饥 F 丄 ' ( M ) P : ( c � s e ) ( 2 - 2 7 ) 
The summation over the index m is eliminated using (2-9) and the above 
equation is simplified to 
主 Kn 一 J ^ 主 讯尸r(cose)=0 (2-28) 
where A„„ and are give by (2-25a) and (2-25b), respectively. Now the unknowns 
A抓 and are solved through the coupled equations (2-24) and (2-28). The 
procedure is similar to that used in solving the particular solutions, and therefore 
it is not repeated. After solving the equations (2-24) and (2-28), we obtain A„„ = 
0 and = 0，or equivalently, 
= 0 (2-29) 
8 £ E。 
宇 3 : � k r ’ A 3八 k a ) A n\k�a�= 0 (2-30) 
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(iu) Boundary Conditions for H资 at r = a 
Hq is continuous on the surface r =a’ and therefore 
(2-31) 
Starting from (2-5) and using (2-4), we have: 
\Xp sin. O n = 1 m =-” 
- 宁 i i [Aj,ikr')H/ika) + Bj:{ka)]�:(cosQ)产 
AC n = 1 m = -n uKj 
= 7 7 ^ i i mFji„(k�a)P;:(cose)ej— 
[ifj sin U n = lm=-n 
- 学 i i Cj}/(k�a)各P;:(cosQ)ej— (2-32) 
Kp n = lm =-n UXj 
Eliminating the summation over the index m (using (2-9)), we have, after 
simplification, 
i r ( c o s e ) +;co I ；^p:(cos0) = 0 (2-33) sin y n = 1 n = l aU 
where 
= Dj:{kr')HSka)^ Ej„(ka) - F^H^i^a) (2-34a) 





(ii) Boundary Condition for E令 at r = a 
is continuous on the surface r = a , and therefore 
H卜 H; (2-35) 
Starting from (2-5) and using (2-4), we have: 
[D丄(的应加)+五力_ | c ( c o s e ) 一今 
- " l ^ L h 饥 [ u ” ( 的 应 忍 丄 _ ] 尸 : ( c o s e ) 产 
]Jio “ = 1 =-/» UKJ 
^ d ^ n l i J - n 饥 (2-36) 
Eliminating the summation over the index m (using (2-9)), the above equation 
is simplified to 
i 主 嘉 伪 。 s e ) A Z 2 > s e ) = o (2-37) 
where r抓 and are given in (2-34a) and (2-34b), respectively. The unknowns 
r ^ and Z ^ are solved from the coupled equations (2-33) and (2-37)，and the results 
are F ^ = 0 and Z柳=0，or equivalently, 
D j ^ k r ' ) H ^ ( k a ) + E j „ ( k a ) - F „ J ^ ( K a ) = 0 (2-38) 
^ 3 八 3 八 ka) - � A n\k�a) = 0 (2-39) 
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Note thatA„, and D晰 have already been obtained in (2-17) and (2-19), respectively. 
The unknowns and C抓 are solved from the equations (2-29) and (2-39)，whereas 
the unknowns and F ^ are solved from the equations (2-30) and (2-38). The 
results are as follows: 
丑 杂 [ 应 加 ) 应 ， ⑶ 一 急 吧 彻 ) ( 2 - 4 0 a ) 
=备「应;(叫;^》。“)一务纪 >(⑷应，(众。“)] (2.40c) 
� L J 
F n m = j � (2-40d) 
where 
巧 = U k a ) A ( ? ( k � a ) - t l ' ( k a ) A ( : � ( k � a ) (2-40e) 
A r = J / ( k a ) / } ’ � a ) - l o l ( k a)/}， k � a ) (2-40f) 
Substituting (2-40) into (2-5), we obtain the homogeneous solutions for the potential 
Green's functions: 
p 1 « n , 3Akr) r<a 
二； ^ " ? 尸 : ( cose ) s in_-中0人(的 .L A，Kr) r . a 
(2-41a) 
. 1 - n // . Unm JJ^r) r<a 




办 亲 [ 应 应 ， ( 众 � … 一 t纪)彻)片;众。。)] (2-410 
.K ^nm 
亲 [ 纪 〉 彻 耽 ( 2 - 4 1 0 
•/衾 (2-41f) 
and a腕 and are given in (2-2 Ic) and (2-21d), respectively. In (2-40e) and 
(2-40f), it is worth noting that = 0 and A™ = 0 are, respectively, the 
characteristic equations for TE and TM modes as given in [17]. By solving the 
characteristic equations, one can predict the resonant frequencies and the Q factors 
for various TE and TM modes [4]. 
Finally, the Green's functions G^: and G): are given by : 
+ (2-42a) 
G;; = G; ; + G；； (2-42b) 
(B) Derivation of Gy； 
Following the procedure given in [32，pp. 267-269], the following differential 
equation for the Green's function G � c a n be derived (Appendix B ) : 
2 8 
(•2 + ^ 2^)竺一一!^  8(r-rO8(9-9O5((D-0O 。力。、 
i^v 十/c J 一 ^^-― (2-43) 
Equation (2-43) is solved (Appendix C) and the result for the particular solution 
G^^ is given by: 
r �=0；„=。 Y T |^二2)(众人(於 r ) r<r' 
(2-44a) 
where 
Snm=ln(n + l)d,^ (2-44b) 
and the coefficient d抓 is given in (2-2Id). 
By matching the boundary conditions at the spherical surface of the DR, the 
homogeneous solution is obtained as follows : 
. 1 -o n , Jn(kr) r<a 
G , = � l X 尸r(cose')Pr(cose)cosm((H伞(众今•滴 




and e她 and/細 are given in (2-41e) and (2-41f), respectively. The Green's function 
Gj" is then given by : 
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= + (2-46) 
(C) Derivation of G � 
z 
Define two dyadic Green's functions : 
g J = G;; f f + G�:Qr + Gj^ $r (2-47a) 
g I = Gj； r§ + � + G � ( 2 - 4 7 b ) 
where Gf: ( a = r, 0 and P = r, 6，中）is the electric field Green's function derived 
from Gj'y Gj^ and G): using (2-4). The total electric field excited by the f-directed 
current is then given by : 
1 : [ [ [ G J . (J/f) + GI . (7；§)] dS' (2-48) 
So 
where S�is the surface on which the f-directed current is flowing. 
Substitute (2-47) into (2-48), we have : 
� 
So 
=，f (gJv/ + gJj；] r + [op； + Q + [g";J/ + g';J/] $ dS, (2-49) 
J J ^ ^ So 
Using the fact that : 
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Z^ =五,COSe-£e sin6 (2-50) 
7/ = / / cos0' (2-5 la) 
肌 d = 一J/sinG' (2-5 lb) 
we have : 
J J [ {g^' cos 0' - Gj； sin cos 9 - [Gj^ cos 9' - G^' sin 0'] sin 0 ] 7 / dS' 
So ‘ 
=^{G^J^dS' (2-52) 
J J So 
where 
Gj ' = (Gf: cos 0' - G�sin cos 6 一 [g^ ® cos 9' - G;: sin sin 0 (2-53) 
is the desired Green's function for the evaluation of the input impedance. After 
simplification, we get (r <a): 
G�= Gp + Gh (2-54a) 
where 
m cosecose- - i + 
jk^ rV^ « = lm=0 
jk r r rt = i»B=o ay 
_ ^ c o s e， - i 容柳尸；:(cose�盖/>:(cose)cosm(H')少“的中”例 
jk rr /i = im=o flW 
i ma脚J^ :(coseOP:(cose)cosm((t)-(tO<I>„(A:r')甲“众r) £ rr n = lm = l 
+ _^sine'sine £ ^ 0 ) c o s m ( ( f r - ^ / i k n ^ / i k r ) 
jk rr /i = im=o dQ d^ 
(2-54b) 
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广 一 CO COS 6 COS 0 ' - “ 
+ l)"-P""(cose')/^"(cose)cosm((H(nJ“� ,)J”Otr) 
CO sin 9'cos 0 - “ , d „ 一;^ rV ' „ 5 J � t ^ P " ( c o s e ' ) C ( c o s e ) c o s m ( ( H ( t ) 0 A ' ( � r V “ � r ) 
CO cos 9'sin 0 - “ d 
1 1 « « 
饥办”工"(cos eOCCcos 0) cos m(中-<tO人(众 r 
cosine'sine ~ ^ d „ d ^ 
(2-54c) 
Jnikr') r > r ' 
巾 " 叫 彻 r<r' (2-54d) 
珍 ： ： 
[Jnikr) r < r 
肌d bfim’�m, ^nm* 8nm and are given in (2-21), (2-41), (2-44) and (2-45). It 
£ — — should be noted that Gj: is reciprocal in r and r, as expected. 
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2.3 Single Cavity Mode Approximation 
In the previous section, the exact Green's function of the z-directed electric 
field due to the f-directed point current was derived. However, the modal solution 
involves丄包finite summations which converge very slowly for Gp (equation (2-54b)). 
Therefore special technique must be used to avoid the convergence problem. The 
technique will be discussed in Section 2.4 in detail. In this section, the single mode 
approximation is taken to simplify the problem. Both the lowest order TE mode 
(the TEju mode) and the lowest order TM mode (the TMi�i mode) are considered 
in this section. It is interesting to note that the radiation patterns of these two modes 
are basically complementary to each other : the TEm mode is a broadside mode 
whereas the TMioi mode is an end-fire one. 
2.3.1 Evaluation of Input Impedance 
Using the single mode approximation, the broadside TEm mode Green's 
function and the end-fire TMjoi mode Green's function are approximated by G^i 
and G™, respectively. The single mode Green，s functions are given by : 
Gi�i sine sin0' c o s ( ( l ) - 中‘) [ + bJ,ikr')J,ikr)] (2-55) err 
cos'e cos'9' [g,, + h.^ j,(knj,(kr)] 
k r r 
cos'e sin'9' + h,, 3 , { k r ) ] 
kr r 
— ^ sin'e cos'0' kio + h,, J,{kr')J^{kr)] 
krr: 




喻 ) = W ) （ 2 - 5 7 C ) 
u/ � r > r， 平 众 � ‘ (2-57d) 
[Ji(kr) r<r 
3k 
办u 二 「 应 ? ) ( ⑷ 应 ? 对 ) ' ( ⑷ 耶 ( 2 - 6 7 f ) Al L i^ o J 
-3/LI 仏。二 i f (2-57g) • _ 
= ^  A f \ k a � A T { J c � a � - ¥ m \ k a y f j [ f \ k � a � (2-57h) Al L o^ _ 
A � = U k a ) A f \ k � a ) - l j i ' ( k a ) A f K k � a ) (2-57i) 
Ar = J,\ka)Hf\k,a)-yJ,(ka)Hf\k,a) (2-57j) 
Note that only one electric potential Green's function G^: contributes to the 
Green's function Gi^i, whereas two magnetic potential Green's functions Gj^ and 
Gj" contribute to the Green's function G™. Given the Green's function G (G=Gi7i 
or G™), we can evaluate the f-directed electric field E^  due to the f-directed current 
J^ as follows: 
E,(P) = f f G(f,?) dS' (2-58) 
So 
> • ‘ 
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where 
J^iz) = J, sink{l-\z\) -l<z<l (2-59) 
is the assumed surface current [34，pp. 264] flowing on the dipole surface S,. 
The input impedance is then determined using the variational formula : 
歲 J J 明 柳 s 
S� 
一 1 c c c c 
J,(z)G(7,7')J^(z')dS'dS (2-60) 
^z w s 
where 
= (2-61) 
is a valid assumption for the small probe radius It should be mentioned that the 
input impedance obtained by (2-60) is correct to the second order for an assumed 
current distribution J之 correct to the first order [34，pp. 260-261]. Note that Z^^ 
obtained from (2-60) is the input impedance of a dipole embedded in the spherical 
DR antenna. To obtain the input impedance of the original configuration of a 
probe-fed hemispherical DR antenna, one has to divide Z^ by two. 
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2.3.2 Measured and Computed Results 
(A) Experimental Set-up 
The calculated TEm mode input impedance using the present theory is 
conveniently compared with a previous measurement made by McAllister and Long 
[4]. The DR used had a radius of 2.54 cm，with e,=8.9, and the probe of length 
1.52 cm penetrated the DR with an offset 1.74 cm. For the T M ^ mode, an 
experiment has been carried out with the experimental set-up shown in Appendix 
F. In the experiment, a DR with e, = 9.8 and radius 11.5 mm is used. The DR is 
mounted on a 60 cm by 60 cm copper ground plane and probed by a Radiall coaxial 
launcher with diameter 1.25 mm, penetrating 4.5 mm into the dielectric. 
Measurements are taken with an HP8510C network analyzer. Port extension was 
used to set the reference plane at the point of penetration into the DR. 
(B) The Broadside TE i^ Mode 
The calculated TEm mode input impedance and the measurement made by 
McAllister and Long are shown in Fig.2-4. From the theory, the resonance frequency 
is 1.88 GHz, which is very close to the theoretical value of 1.89 GHz as obtained 
by solving the TE mode characteristic equation Moreover, it agrees with the 
measured value of 1.90 GHz. Measured and predicted bandwidths also match 
reasonably well at 10.3 % and 13.1 % respectively. 
Fig.2-5 shows the variation of the input impedance with frequency for 
different probe lengths. It is observed that while the input impedance increases 
significantly with the probe length, the resonant frequency shifts only slightly. This 
is in contrast to a bare monopole of which the resonant frequency varies significantly 
with the probe length. This shows that performing impedance matching at a given 
(resonant) frequency is possible for a DR antenna. 
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Input impedance (Q) 
60 
• Experiment by 
McAllister et al [1984] • • 
40 Theory Resistance 
2 � -
0 ； V 
• • • • • A ^ • • • • 
-20- Reactance . ^ T T T ^ ^ " " " " 
•40 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1.5 1.6 1.7 1.8 1.9 2 2.1 2.2 2.3 
Frequency f (GHz) 
Fig. 2-4 Input impedance of the TEm mode against frequency: 
a = 2.54 mm, b = 1.74 mm, / = 1.52 mm, 
Er = 9.8, ri = 0.075 mm 
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Input impedance (Q) 
100 |— ^ 
80 - /=1.2cm 
/=1.6cm Resistance 
0 . ？ 一 ：：二 
- 2 0 -
40 : Reactance 
-60 ‘ ‘ ‘ 1 1 1 1 1.5 1.6 1.7 1.8 1.9 2 2.1 2.2 2.3 
Frequency f (GHz) 
Fig. 2-5 Input impedance of the TEm mode against frequency for 
different probe lengths: a = 2.54 mm, b = 1.74 mm, 
/ = 1.52 mm, e, = 8.9, r\ = 0.075 mm 
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The variation of input resistance with the feed position for different probe 
lengths is shown in Fig.2-6. The input resistance increases as the probe is displaced 
away from the center of the DR until a maximum point is reached. It then decreases 
slightly as the displacement is increased further. Therefore, although the probe has 
small input resistance near the center, it should not be placed too close to the edge 
for good matching. Furthermore, the input resistance increases with the probe length. 
From the figure, it is also seen that the TEm mode cannot be excited properly when 
the feed position is near the center. This is expected because in this case the probe 
current is dominant by the r-directed component, which can excite only TM modes. 
Fig.2-7(a) shows the resonant input resistance of the T E ^ mode as a 
function of e^  for different probe lengths, whereas Fig.2-7(b) shows the TEm mode 
resonant frequency ^ � as a function of e广 The resonant frequency J^,,, is obtained 
by solving the characteristic equation = 0. With reference to Fig.2-7(a), the 
input resistance increases with the dielectric constant. At high s" the input resistance 
is very high and a lot of energy will be reflected back. This is consistent with the 
well-known fact that for high dielectric constants, the magnetic wall effect on the 
dielectric boundary will greatly reduce radiated power from DR antennas. Again, 
the longer the probe length, the larger the input resistance. 
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Input resistance (Q) 
140 ： 
/ Z = 2.0 cm 
120 - Z 
100 - / 
80 - / 
60 - / 1.6 cm 
4 0 - / ^ ^ ~ 
/ 1.2 cm 20 - / ^ ^ 
0.8 cm 
0 • • " ,0.4 cm 
0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 
Probe displacement b (cm) 
Fig. 2-6 Input impedance of the TEm mode against probe displacement b : 
a = 2.54 mm, / = 1.88 GHz, e, = 9.8, and r\ = 0.075 mm 
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Input resistance (Q) 
1000 
• I = 2.0 cm 
600 : ^ ^ 
400 - 1 . 
^ ^ 1.6 cm 
2 0 0 � ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ . 2 cm 
0 J " “ I I 1 I 0 20 40 60 80 100 
Dielectric constant 8r 
Fig. 2-7(a) Input resistance of the TEm mode at resonance against dielectric constant e, 
for different probe length I : a = 2.54 mm, b = 1.74 mm, f = f ^ � � � ’ r! = 0.075 mm 
fmn (GHz) 
8 
J I I I I I I I 1 1 
0 20 40 60 80 100 
Dielectric constant Er 
Fig. 2-7(b) TEm mode resonant frequency /te„J against e^  for a = 12.5 mm 
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(C) The End-fire TMioi Mode 
The input impedance as a function of frequency is shown in Fig.2-8. From 
the theory, the resonant frequency is 5.85 GHz, which is very close to the measured 
value of 5.95 GHz. In view of the predicted resonant frequency of 5.70 GHz 
obtained by solving the characteristic equation A[^=0, the results are quite 
consistent. A reasonably good match is also observed for the bandwidth ( 20.4 % 
measured versus 23.5 % calculated )• 
Fig.2-9 shows the TMioi mode input impedance as a function of frequency for 
different probe lengths. The input impedance increases for increasing probe length, 
and the results are similar to the case of the TEm mode. 
The effect of the dielectric constant on the input impedance is shown in 
Fig.2-10(a), while the TMioi mode resonant frequency /顶似此 a function of 
dielectric constant e^  is shown in Fig.2-10(b). The TMioi mode resonant frequency 
Am,O, is obtained by solving the characteristic equation A™ = 0. From Fig.2-10(a), 
it can be seen that the input resistance increases with the dielectric constant e" 
Although the size of the antenna can be reduced by using material of high dielectric 
constant, poor radiation may result if e^  is too high. Again, the longer the probe 
length, the larger the input resistance. 
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Input impedance (Q) 
40 _ -
• Experiment 
30 - Theory 广 Resistance 
20 - ^ C ^ 
Reactance ^ 
-20 ‘ 1 1 1 1 I 4 4.5 5 5.5 6 6.5 7 7.5 8 
Frequency f (GHz) 
Fig. 2-8 Input impedance of the TMioi mode against frequency: 
a = 11.5 mm, b = 0.0 mm, I = 4.5 mm, 
Er = 9.8, 7*1 = 0.63 mm, r^  = 2.0 mm 
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Input impedance (Q) 
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-Resistance /=4.0mm \ / /=4.5mm 
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4 4.5 5 5.5 6 6.5 7 7.5 8 
Frequency f (GHz) 
Fig. 2-9 Input impedance of the TMioi mode against 
frequency for different probe lengths: 
a = 11.5 mm, b = 0.0 mm, e, = 9.8, 
7*1 = 0.63 mm, r2 = 2.0 mm 
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Fig. 2-10(a) Input resistance of the TMioi mode at resonance against dielectric constant 
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Fig.2-10(b) TMioi mode resonant frequency /tt^…against 8, for a = 11.5 mm 
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2.3.3 Conclusion 
The single mode approximation is used to obtain a simplified Green's 
function for the broadside TE,,, mode and the end-fire TM^oi mode. The input 
impedance is evaluated using the variational formula. Reasonable agreement 
between theory and experiment is obtained. The discrepancy is mainly caused by 
the unfitted hole where the coaxial probe is placed for measurements. 
The input resistance value at resonance can be adjusted by changing probe 
lengths or feed positions, and hence one can achieve impedance matching in circuit 
designs. 
In the next section, a rigorous treatment of the exact modal solution is 
presented. 
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2.4 Rigorous Moment Method Solution 
Although the single mode approximation presented in the previous section 
gives reasonable agreement between the simplified theory and the measurements, 
the solution so obtained is not general. For example, in the evaluation of the TEm 
mode input impedance, the simplified theory can only predict the input resistance 
when the probe approaches the center at which the probe fails to excite the TEm 
mode. This is because other resonant modes will have stronger influence in the 
input reactance when a particular mode cannot be excited properly. For the TMioi 
mode, the simplified theory is valid only when the probe is fed near the center. 
This is due to the fact that for a displaced probe, the TE221 mode, whose resonant 
frequency is very close to that of the T M ^ mode, will also be excited. In this case, 
the simplified theory cannot give accurate results, as the effect of the TE221 mode 
is also significant. 
In this section, a rigorous treatment of the exact modal solution is considered. 
Furthermore, moment method is used to solve for the unknown probe current from 
which the input impedance is evaluated. 
2.4.1 Efficient Evaluation of G^ j' 
z 
The Green's function G � a s given by (2-54) involves infinite series of the 
double-summation. To reduce the computational effort，the double-summation is 
reduced to the single-summation using the addition theorem for Legendre 
polynomials [32，pp. 292]: 
7\ ( cos幻=i 去.^^！^^户：咖^}尸;：(0080>05饥((^ (10 (2-62) 
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where 
c o s � = c o s e cos 6' + sin 0 sin 0' cos((|) 一 伞‘） （ 2 - 6 3 ) 
and A^ is given in (2-2le). The resulting equations are shown as belows : 
G�= GP + GH (2-64a) 
where 
1 COS 0 COS 0'坊 
Gp + l)(2n + l)P„(cos 狄 珍 ） 
1 sin6'cos0 ； , , , � 3 … � • � - ,�…，，� 
- i ^ . f i i S I ^ 特 " ' ( 等 ） （ 2 揚） 
G 广 A . c o s 气 二 ' i _ + i )�p”(cos� )AOfcrO)„ (^ r ) 
AnodeJc r r « = ! 
1 sin 6 ' cos0 " , 9 _ . = � 字 , , � 
1 c o ^ i〜嘉P “ c � s � )人人制 
47ccoe rr n=i dU 
i办《|； 7^印OS幻人(的人(众。 4TC0)e r r n = i d<t)d(t) 
s i r ^ i 嘉P加 s 耽(的人制 (2-64C) 
47C(oe rr n = in(n + l)d0de 
h =一(2 界 + 1) (2-64d) “ Aj^  L ko � 
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+ (2-640 
and and 平”(众r) are defined in (2-54d) and (2-54e). 
The particular solution Gp in (2-64b) is a slowly convergent series, and hence, 
an excessive number of terms for accurate summation is required. However, Hankel 
functions of high order have such a large amplitude that they are difficult to handle 
numerically. To avoid these difficulties, recall that the particular solution Gp simply 
represents a f-directed electric field excited by a f-directed point current in an 
unbounded medium of permittivity e. This has been well-studied by many 
researchers in analyzing the cylindrical dipole with the Green's function given by 
• f ^ A 
= - 丄 ： ^ 十 众 2 ^ (2-65) 
where 一 i s the distance between the field point and the source point. 
Realizing this fact, a mathematical identity can be established : 
1 _ c o s S ^ i _ + l)(2" + l)P“cos�)0„(A:r')?“^r) 
4noxJc rr «=i 
4冗0)£ rV « = 1 
47rcoe rr" « = i o^  
i =1；嘉尸"(cos讽”(的中“納 
4n(De rr n = in{n + l)d(|)d<t) 
£ 盖 3 明OS 狄'(的平/(众r) (2-66a) 




= [(z - r ' cos 00' + r2 sin' 0 + r ' ' sin' 9' 一 2rr ' sin 0 sin 9' cos((t) 一 中‘) ]‘ ( 2 - 6 6 b ) 
Finally the Green's function Gj: can be written as : 
'又 coela^^ j 械 
\ / 
1 COS 0 cos ^ 
+ • . 樂 I a I 一 珍 。 
- 明 。 s 奶 " 力 的 
k sin0'sine ~ K d d ^ . t � f / � $ , , , � ,，、 
际P“c。s《)人)人(納 （2-67) 
where and b^  are given in (2-64d) and (2-64e), respectively. 
It was found that the homogeneous solution converges very quickly. In 
conjunction with the simple form for the particular solution, the Green's function 
Gj ' can be evaluated very efficiently. 
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2.4.2 Moment Method Formulation for Input Impedance 
(A) Formulation of Moment Method Solution 
The method of moments [19] with the Galerkin's procedure is used to solve 
for the probe current from which the input impedance is obtained. To begin with, 
the scattered field due to a f-directed current inside the DR is written as: 
Ki7) = [ f J奴)dS, (2-68) 
•/ 4/ 
So 
Define E[(r) as the impressed field due to the excitation source. Then by 
enforcing the boundary condition that the total tangential electric field is zero on 
the dipole surface, the following equation results: 
+ = 0 (2-69) 
or 
E:(7) = - ( 2 - 7 0 ) 
Equation (2-68) then becomes : 
e;(P) = - f f g J ( 7 , ? ) J,(zO dS' (2-71) 
Assume that the dipole current has only a longitudinal part and it is 
circumferentially independent. With this assumption, the current density is 
expressed as follows: 
(2-72) ZTCrj 
and therefore (2-71) becomes : 
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J J g J (7 , ? ) dS' (2-73) 
1 So 
Using the moment method, we expand I{z) by a set of basis function f^{z) as 
follows: 
/(z)= i IJSz) (2-74) 
n = 1 
where I„，s are unknowns to be determined. 
Substituting (2-74) into (2-73), one obtains: 
= J J /„(z') dS, (2-75) 
“ 1 1 So 
Equation (2-75) is then weighted by a set of weighting function on both 
sides. In the Galerkin's procedure, the weighting function is chosen as the 
same set of the basis function ^(z) , i.e. = f J j X This leads to the following 
equation : 
^ \E[{7)az)dS= i \ \ \ \ Liz) dS' (2-76) 
«J %} 71=1 兀厂\ %) J J J So So 
where m=l,2,…凡 
For either magnetic frill source excitation or delta gap source excitation, the 




= 27ir, \'E[{z)Uz)dz 
/ 
= Ve,iz)Uz)dz (2-77) 
where V is the voltage associated with the excitation and is a normalized 
electric field along the dipole. In the following derivation, V=1 is assumed for 
convenience. 
Substitution of (2-77) and (2-76) gives 
i ^ n ff \ \ Uz)Gl\7,?)Uz')dS'dS= CeMUz)dz ( 2 - 7 8 ) 
{ZKri) n = l J J J J I J-I 
Since 72=1,2,...,// and a matrix equation is obtained: 
[ZL + z : J [ / J = [ V J (2-79a) 
where 
Kn f f f f Liz) Gp m dS' ds (2-1%) 
ZL f f f f L i z ) G , m dS' dS ( 2 - 7 9 C ) 
J-i 
and Gp and G" are given in (2-64b) and (2-64c), respectively. 
The normalized electric field e^iz) in (2-79d) is given by : 
5 3 
for delta gap source 
^ s 一 1 rh rlK g -^jkR 
� 1 T ^ 5 f o r magnetic frill source (2-80a) 
vJ 
where 
/ ? =々？ + p2 + /f 一 2pri cos((|) 一 (to (2-80b) 
(B) Choices of Basis Function 
Both entire basis (EB) and piecewise sinusoidal (PWS) expansion modes are 
used. For EB expansion modes, is chosen as [35]: 
(2-81) 
in which the factor V ^ - ? / / accounts for the edge condition and n = 1，2，"，7V. 
For PWS expansion modes, 
smkjd-lz-Zn^il) < < 
/„(z)= ； 一 ( 2 - 8 2 a ) 
�0 elsewhere 
where 
z,=-l + in-l)d (2-82b) 
21 
( 2 - 8 2 C ) 
a n d n = l，2，..，iV. 
Although the use of PWS modes introduces singularities at certain points along 
the probe due to the discontinuous derivatives, the series does converge faster than 
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the case of using EB modes when only little information is known about the true 
current. Moreover, integration involving PWS modes requires less computation time 
for AT > 1 [20]. However, because EB modes have continuous derivatives, the results 
produced by this choice are generally closer to the expected values. Hence, the use 
of PWS is admissible if one is interested only in finding an approximate solution 
[35]. This is in fact the trade-off between using PWS and EB modes. 
Finally, the input impedance of the dipole embedded inside the spherical DR 
is given by : 
1 
( 2 - 8 3 ) 
or 
( 2 - 8 4 ) 
I LfM 
n = 1 
Dividing Z^ by two will give the input impedance of the probe fed 
hemispherical DR antenna. Note that the evaluations of Z-matrix and V-matrix need 
special technique to simplify computations. These will be discussed in the following 
two sections in detail. 
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2.4.3 Evaluation of Z-matrix 
The Z-matrix element as given by (2-79a) consists of two sub-elements, namely 
Z二 and Z^. The evaluation of Z二 can be performed easily as is a smooth and 
slowly varying function. However, special attention must be paid to because 
Gp is singular as r First of all, Z : involves the integration over the probe 
surface on which the current liz) is not a function of the transverse coordinates (jc, 
y)' Second, Z : represents the self- and mutual-impedances of a free space dipole 
and such quantities are not affected by the position of the dipole. Therefore, the 
integration of the surface S�can be performed as if the probe was centered along 
the f-axis = 0 in Fig. 2-1). Then the crucial step is to evaluate the kernel : 
1 C^e ' ^ 
K(z,z')=— (2-85a) 
Z7C J-7C K 
where 
R = a / ( z + (2-85b) 
� \ ^ J 
Note that A^ (z，z') is singular as z — z . 
A well-known approximation, the so called 'reduced kernel' [36]-[37] is widely 
used to simplify the computations. The reduced kernel is given by : 
(2-86a) 
where 
=水 z - z f + rf (2-86b) 
With this approximation, the integration for 伞 and the singularity at z are 
avoided. In the Richmond form [36, pp. 391-392], Z : is given by : 
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Zmn 二 - �一 i / “Z) 了 [ a + Uz) dz,dz (2-87a) 
where 
^ = (2-87b) 
The evaluation of (2-87) has been well-developed for PWS modes [38]’ and 
some formulae and routines are documented by Pozar [39]. The results are: 
4 二 会 U - 2 A 一 3 ) 产。一、聊 (2-88a) 
(step 2) 
where 
P = -^r^ + iXo+pdf-qix, +pd) ( 2 - 8 8 b ) 
x^ = \m-n\d (2-88c) 
A(1)=A(5) = 1 (2-88d) 
A(2)=A(4) = -4coskd ( 2 - 8 8 e ) 
A(3) = 2 + 4cos^W (2-88f) 
E(k^) = Ci(k^)-jSi(kfi) (2-88g) 
In (88), Ci(x) and Si(x) are Cosine integral and Sine integral, respectively and 
their values can be easily computed by using simple formulae [40，pp.231-233]. 
Note that the factor of is added to Z : so that the surrounding of the dipole 
is a dielectric medium of permittivity £厂 instead of air as considered in [39]. It 
should be mentioned that if N expansion modes are used, only N of the N: Z:，s 
need to be computed. This results in substantial savings in time. 
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If the EB expansion modes are used instead of PWS modes, the numerical 
integration to evaluate Z二 (equation (2-87a)) must be performed directly. So for 
the present problem, using PWS modes is much more computationally efficient than 
using EB modes. 
The reduced kernel offers the merit that it avoids the singularity at z = as 
well as the integration for 0，and therefore it greatly saves the programming effort 
and computation time. However, the reduced kernel is valid only for thin dipoles 
which have a large length to radius ratio. For thick or moderately thick dipoles, the 
reduced kernel is no longer valid. In order to utilize the reduced kernel even for 
moderately thick dipoles, Imbriale and Ingerson [25] have derived a two term 
equivalent radius r, which is given by: 
— • 
re^r , 1—0.40976 & (2-89) 
- CI -
where d is the half-width of the PWS modes (equation (2-82c)). The reduced kernel 
is now given by: 
e讽' (2-90a) 
where 
K = ^ ( z - z f + r^ (2-90b) 
Note that when the dipoles is thin (i.e., r^ « d)’ we have r^ «r\ as expected. 
It should be mentioned that by using the two term equivalent radius, the accuracy 
as well as the convergence of Z,: are improved for a moderately thick dipole [25]. 
For thick dipoles, the two term equivalent radius will also fail to give accurate 
results. In this case, the exact kernel as given by (2-85a) should be used. The exact 
kernel has been analyzed by a number of researchers [41]-[46]. It is found that the 
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exact kernel has a logarithmic singularity which is integrable. Schelkunoff [41] gives 
a partition of the exact kernel into a complete elliptic integral of the first kind and 
an integral of a regular integrand. The partition procedure is shown as follows. 
From (2-85a), we have: 
1 「 1 ,丄 1 「 e —)大及一 1 , 
= — —rf(t)+— 
2K J-7C R 2K J-7C R 
= + 秘 ， ( 2 - 9 la) 
where 
K 
F(p)= r , 1 二御 (2-9lb) 
Jo Vl-P'sin'cj) 
1 ritp-jkR _ 1 
尤 办 力 （ 2 州 
p = , = (2-91d) 
In (91)，F(p) is the complete elliptic integral of the first kind. Note that Kr{z,z) 
in (2-9 Ic) has a regular integral and therefore the integration can be performed 
numerically in a straightforward manner. The singularity of the exact kernel K{z,z) 
is now absorbed in F(P), whose behaviour is well studied. The elliptic integral F(P) 
can be expanded into a series [47] as given by: 
R 4 � 2 � 4 2 f l - S Y r 4 2 2 ] 4 
春 点 { v b 几〜-rr^Jp L V i ^ - n J P 
J l l l l ^ Y 4___2——2——2 1 (2-92a) 




Although (2-92) gives an exact mathematical identity, it involves an infinite 
summation which converges slowly for large \z-z\ {\z-z\ » 4ri). A more 
convenient method is to use the polynomial approximation [40’ p. 591] as given 
by: 
f 1 � 
/^(P) = (而+ fliP'2 + . . . +�4P,8) + (6o + 6iP,2 + . . + h4P,8)in +£(p) (2-93) 
VP y 
where 
^0= 1.38629436112 % = 
a, = 0.09666344259 b, = 0.12498593597 
a^ = 0.03590092383 b^  = 0.06880248576 
= 0.03742563713 b, = 0.03328355346 
a, = 0.01451196212 b, = 0.00441787012 
in which |£(p)| < 2x 10"^  is the tolerance of the polynomial approximation and P' 
is given in (2-92b). Note that the singularity is due to the term ln(l/p'^), which can 
be simplified to 
= Iniz - z ' l 4rf + (z-zO'l (2-94) 3 L 2 -
in which the singularity is explicitly given by the term ln| z - z \ . which is integrable. 
By using this technique, one can obtain the electric field along the probe surface: 




The differential operator dVdz^ in (2-95a) is implemented using the five point 
formula: 
盖/fe) 二 - 八 八 “ “ 广 之 ^ 婦 ^ ^ (2-96) 
Finally Z : using the exact kernel is given by: 
Z二 =7：^ f U z ) E J z ) d z (2-97) 
When the PWS modes expansion are used with the exact kernel, the numerical 
differentiation is very unstable due to the discontinuous derivatives of the PWS 
modes. Therefore only EB modes are employed in this case. 
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2.4.4 Evaluation of y-matrix 
When the delta gap source model is used, the expression of the voltage element 
Vm is very simple, and it is given by: 
J - i 
=fJO) (2-98) 
However, if the magnetic frill source model is used instead, special numerical 
consideration is required because now the field e^iz) has a logarithmic singularity 
as z approaches to zero. To tackle the singularity, Collin [48] has derived an 
expression for V^ so that it can be implemented in a straightforward manner. To 
begin with, the field e^ Cz) is approximated by a quasi-static solution. This 
approximation is based on the fact that e^iz) is strongly localized near the probe 
input at z=0. The normalized electric field e^iz) is then given by: 
—1 广2 rlTc 3 I 
vJ 
K R- -I 
- 1 广 《 1 1 1 
= / 2 , 、2 」 2 —JT ,2.2 2~ dii (2-99) 
471 In - L + 0*1 + 厂2) -4厂1厂2cos2u Vz + 4厂1 一 4 r / c o s " u一 
vJ 
where u=((\>- and R = 
Expressing e^iz) in terms of elliptic integrals, we have 
一 2 � W i ) W J ] , , . . . , 




2 4 厂 1 厂 2 
( 通 ） 
4厂2 
� 2 ： =命 (2-lOOc) 
and F(x) is the complete elliptic integral of the first kind. Note that as i approaches 
to zero, the field takes on the limiting value 
a^fe)-：；7 / / � I n f (2-101) 2ri 71 ln(r2/ri) j 
which gives the singular behaviour. 
The numerical difficulty of the singularity can be alleviated by writing 
'e,(z)Uz)dz = \'e,{z)[f^{z)-l]dz+ C e,(z)dz (2-102) 
"一/ J—I J 一I 
Since we have chosen f^{z) such that /爪(0)=1，the first integral can be evaluated 
very easily. The second integral involves the direct integration of the field e^iz) 
which has integrable singularity. It is shown by Collin [48] that the second integral 
is given by 
r^ 2 n / + + + 厂2)2 — 4riro cos^ u 
eSz)dz = 1 - ^ ― I n 、 ： … ) “ du (2-103) 二 兀 ln(r2/ri) Jo / + 力2 + 4^2 _ 4^2 “ 
which can also be evaluated in a straightforward manner. 
The frequency dependent contribution to the applied electric field is easily 
included to give a more accurate solution. Denote V '^ and AV '^ as, respectively, 
the static field approximation and the correction term for dispersion, then the more 
accurate expression of V^  is given by: 
= + (2-104a) 
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where 
2 f l � / + V P + (ri + r2)2-4rir2COs2“ ， +1 In 1 , � �-— du (2-104b) 
vO 
K 
Jk 广 r . , xf-；^ /? HkBf HkRf J J 
- , Uz) + � + . … dudz ( 2 - 1 0 4 C ) 71：In - 《人=0 L 2! 3! 4! 」卩=厂, 
Vu 
It was found that the infinite series in AV/ converges very quickly especially for 
the first few DR，s resonant modes. 
Before comparing the results between theory and experiment, convergence tests 
for the MM solution using different excitation models (delta gap source and 
magnetic frill source) are studied in the next section. Moreover, a comparison 
between EB modes and PWS modes in terms of the convergence behaviour will 
also be given. Finally the convergence tests using the traditional reduced kernel, 
the reduced kernel with the effective probe radius and the exact kernel are shown 
in the next section. 
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2.4.5 Convergence Checks 
In this section, the convergence tests of the MM solution using different basis 
functions as well as different dipole kernels are presented. Since we will consider 
two feeding positions for the coaxial probe (fed with displacement from the center, 
办 >0 in Fig. 2-1, and fed axisymmetrically without displacement,办=0)，the 
convergence tests for the two cases are also shown. It should be mentioned that for 
the case of a displaced probe, there are two resonance peaks in the graphs. The 
first one corresponds to the fundamental TEm mode whereas the second one is 
mixed by the TE221 mode and the TM^oi mode. The mixed resonance of the second 
peak can be seen from the fact that, with the current antenna settings, the predicted 
resonant frequency for the T M ^ mode is 5.245 GHz (obtained by solving the 
characteristic equation A™ = 0，see (2-40f)) and it is 5.267 GHz (by solving the 
characteristic equation A^^  = 0，see (2-40e)) for the TE221 mode. For the case of a 
center fed probe, however, there is only one resonance peak, which is the TMjoi 
mode, in the graphs. Note that all TE modes are now eliminated. This is expected 
because at this feed position, the probe current is mainly r-directed, and such 
component can excite only TM modes as discussed in Section 2.2. 
Figs. 2-11 to 2-14 (Figs 2-11 to 2-12 for the displaced probe, and Figs. 2-13 
to 2-14 for the centered probe) compare the convergence behaviour between the 
magnetic frill source and delta gap source models for the EB expansion modes 
using the traditional reduced kernel. Another set of convergence tests is shown in 
Figs. 2-15 to 2-18 (Figs 2-15 to 2-16 for the displaced probe, and Figs. 2-17 to 
2-18 for the centered probe) to compare the convergence behaviour between the 
two different excitation models for the PWS expansion modes using also the 
traditional reduced kernel. From either set of the graphs (EB modes or PWS modes), 
one can see that the convergence behaviour using the magnetic frill source model 
is always better than that using the delta gap one as expected. In fact, if N is 
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increased further, a divergent result will be obtained for the delta gap source model 
[49]. Now consider the magnetic frill source model only. From the two sets of 
graphs，one can also compare the convergence behaviour between EB modes and 
PWS modes. Basically, the EB results and the PWS results are similar to each other. 
However, it is noted that EB results converge in a more uniform fashion than the 
PWS does. This is probably due to the fact that the PWS modes have discontinuous 
derivatives which make the convergence less uniform. On the other hand, however, 
the PWS results have higher convergence rate than that of the EB results. This is 
expected because when there is no prior information about the true current, the 
PWS results usually converge faster than the EB results as discussed in Section 
2.4.2. 
The convergence checks using the reduced kernel with effective radius (which 
is applicable only to PWS modes) are shown in Fig. 2-19 (displaced probe) and 
Fig. 2-20 (centered probe). As compared to the results using the traditional reduced 
kernel (with PWS modes), the convergence of the results is improved by using the 
effective radius. 
Fig. 2-21 (displaced probe) and Fig. 2-22 (centered probe) show the 
convergence of the MM solution using the exact kernel together with EB modes. 
It is seen that the convergence so obtained give the best satisfactory behaviour 
among that using the other dipole kernels. 
In the next section, a comparison between theory and experiment is presented. 
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Fig. 2-13(a): Convergence check for the input resistance against frequency 
using magnetic frill source model and EB functions: a: 11.5 mm, 
b=0.0 mm, 1=4.5 mm, e,=9.8, /v=0.63 mm, rf=2.0 mm. 
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Fig. 2-13(a): Convergence check for the input resistance against frequency 
using magnetic frill source model and EB functions: a: 11.5 mm, 
b=0.0 mm, 1=4.5 mm, e,=9.8, /v=0.63 mm, rf=2.0 mm. 
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Fig. 2-13(a): Convergence check for the input resistance against frequency 
using magnetic frill source model and EB functions: a: 11.5 mm, 
b=0.0 mm, 1=4.5 mm, e,=9.8, /v=0.63 mm, rf=2.0 mm. 
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Fig. 2-13(a): Convergence check for the input resistance against frequency 
using magnetic frill source model and EB functions: a: 11.5 mm, 
b=0.0 mm, 1=4.5 mm, e,=9.8, /v=0.63 mm, rf=2.0 mm. 
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Fig. 2-13(a): Convergence check for the input resistance against frequency 
using magnetic frill source model and EB functions: a : 11.5 mm, 
b=0.0 mm, 1=4.5 mm, e,=9.8, /v=0.63 mm, rf=2.0 mm. 
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Fig. 2-17(a): Convergence check for the input resistance against frequency 
using magnetic frill source model and PWS functions: fl=11.5 mm, 
办=0.0 mm, 1=4.5 mm, £=9.8, ri=0.63 mm, ,2=2.0 mm. 
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Fig. 2-14(a): Convergence check for the input resistance against frequency 
using delta gap source model and EB functions: a=11.5 mm, 
办=0.0 mm, 1=4.5 mm, e,=9.8, ri=0.63 mm,厂2=2.0 mm. 
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Fig. 2-13(a): Convergence check for the input resistance against frequency 
using magnetic frill source model and EB functions: a: 11.5 mm, 
b=0.0 mm, 1=4.5 mm, e,=9.8, /v=0.63 mm, rf=2.0 mm. 
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Fig. 2-17(a): Convergence check for the input resistance against frequency 
using magnetic frill source model and PWS functions: fl=11.5 mm, 
办=0.0 mm, 1=4.5 mm, £=9.8, ri=0.63 mm, ,2=2.0 mm. 
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Fig. 2-17(a): Convergence check for the input resistance against frequency 
using magnetic frill source model and PWS functions: fl=11.5 mm, 
办=0.0 mm, 1=4.5 mm, £=9.8, ri=0.63 mm, ,2=2.0 mm. 
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Fig. 2-17(a): Convergence check for the input resistance against frequency 
using magnetic frill source model and PWS functions: fl=11.5 mm, 
办=0.0 mm, 1=4.5 mm, £=9.8, ri=0.63 mm, ,2=2.0 mm. 
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Fig. 2-17(a): Convergence check for the input resistance against frequency 
using magnetic frill source model and PWS functions: fl=11.5 mm, 
办=0.0 mm, 1=4.5 mm, £=9.8, ri=0.63 mm, ,2=2.0 mm. 
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Fig. 2-17(a): Convergence check for the input resistance against frequency 
using magnetic frill source model and PWS functions: fl=11.5 mm, 
办=0.0 mm, 1=4.5 mm, £=9.8, ri=0.63 mm, ,2=2.0 mm. 
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Fig. 2-17(b): Convergence check for the input reactance against frequency 
using magnetic frill source model and PWS functions: ^7=11.5 mm, 
b=0.0 mm, /=4.5 mm, e,=9.8, ？v=0.63 mm, r2=2.0 mm. 
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Fig. 2-18(a): Convergence check for the input resistance against frequency 
using delta gap source model and PWS functions: a=11.5 mm, 
b=0.0 mm, 1=4.5 mm, e尸9.8’ � 0 . 6 3 mm, 7v=2.0 mm. 
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Fig. 2-18(b): Convergence check for the input reactance against frequency 
using delta gap source model and PWS functions: fl=11.5 mm, 
办=0.0 mm, /=4.5 mm, e,=9.8, ri=0.63 mm,厂2=2.0 mm. 
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Fig. 2-19(a): Convergence check for the input resistance against frequency using reduced 
kernel with effective radius (with magnetic frill source and PWS functions): 
a=12.5 mm, mm, 1=6.5 mm, £,=9.8，厂1=0.63 mm, /v=2.0 mm. 
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Fig. 2-19(b): Convergence check for the input reactance against frequency using reduced 
kernel with effective radius (with magnetic frill source and PWS funcdons): 
a=12.5 mm, b=6A mm, 1=6.5 mm, e,=9.8, ri=0.63 mm,厂2=2.0 mm. 
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a=11.5 mm, ^=0.0 mm, 1=4.5 mm, e,=9.8, ri=0.63 mm, r2=2.0 mm. 
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Fig. 2-20(a): Convergence check for the input resistance against frequency using reduced 
kernel with effective radius (with magnetic frill source and PWS functions): 
a=11.5 mm, ^=0.0 mm, 1=4.5 mm, e,=9.8, ri=0.63 mm, r2=2.0 mm. 
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Fig. 2-19(a): Convergence check for the input resistance against frequency using reduced 
kernel with effective radius (with magnetic frill source and PWS functions): 
a=12.5 mm, mm, 1=6.5 mm, £,=9.8，厂1=0.63 mm, /v=2.0 mm. 
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Fig. 2-20(a): Convergence check for the input resistance against frequency using reduced 
kernel with effective radius (with magnetic frill source and PWS functions): 
a=11.5 mm, ^=0.0 mm, 1=4.5 mm, e,=9.8, ri=0.63 mm, r2=2.0 mm. 
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Fig. 2-22(a): Convergence check for the input resistance against frequency using the 
exact kernel (with magnetic frill source and EB functions): 
fl=11.5 mm, ^7=0.0 mm, 1=4.5 mm, e,=9.8, ,1=0.(53 mm,广2=2.0 mm. 
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Fig. 2-22(b): Convergence check for the input reactance against frequency using the 
exact kernel (wi:h magnetic frill source and EB functions): 
a=ll.5 mm, b=0.0 mm, /=4.5 mm, £,=9.8, rpO.63 mm, /v=2.0 mm. 
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2.4.6 Measured and Computed Results 
(A) Experimental Set-up 
To verify the theoretical model, the input impedance of a coaxial probe-fed 
hemispherical DR antenna is measured with the experimental set-up shown in 
Appendix F. In the displaced probe case (b X) in Fig. 2-1), a dielectric hemisphere 
of effective radius 12.5 mm (height 12.3 mm and base radius 12.8 mm) and 
dielectric constant e,=9.8 was used. A Radiall coaxial probe of diameter 1.25 mm 
and length 6.5 mm penetrated the DR with displacement b=6A mm. For the case 
of a center fed probe, a dielectric hemisphere of effective radius 11.5 ram (height 
11.2 mm and base radius 11.9 mm) and dielectric constant e,=9.8 was measured. 
A Radiall coaxial probe of diameter 1.25 mm and length 4.5 mm penetrated the 
center of the dielectric hemisphere (Z?=0). In both cases, the ground plane was a 60 
cm square copper plate. Since a diamond drill bit of 1.25 mm diameter was 
unavailable, a slightly larger bit of diameter 1.45 mm was used. In the 
measurements, the reference plane was chosen at the junction between coaxial 
aperture and DR antenna. It is established by shorting the probe to the ground plane 
at the aperture position. Measurements were taken using an HP8510C network 
analyzer. Port extension, which affects only the phase of the reflection coefficient, 
is used to set the reference plane for the input impedance measurements. 
(B) Displaced Probe-fed (办 >0) 
Fig2-23 shows the theoretical results using the EB modes as well as the PWS 
modes. Experimental result is also shown in the same figure for comparison. It is 
seen that the EB result and the PWS result are close to each other. Moreover, they 
agree reasonably well with the measured result. Note that the second resonance is 
mixed by the TE221 mode and the TMioi mode as discussed in Section 2.4.5. 
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The comparison between the traditional reduced kernel result (with PWS 
modes) and the effective result is shown in Fig. 2-24. Again, the results are close 
to each other. This shows that the length to radius ratio of the probe (//r! = 10.4) 
is large enough to use the reduced kernel. 
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Fig. 2-25(a): Computed and measured input resistance against frequency (using magnetic 
frill source model): a=12.5 mm, Z7=6.4 mm, 1=6.5 mm, £=9.8, 3^1=0.63 mm, r2=2.0 mm. 
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Fig. 2-29(a): Computed and measured input resistance against frequency using magnetic 
frill source model: ^=11.5 mm, b=0.0 mm, 1=4.5 mm, c,=9.8, ri=0.63 mm,厂2=2.0 mm. 
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Fig. 2-25(a): Computed and measured input resistance against frequency (using magnetic 
frill source model): a=12.5 mm, Z7=6.4 mm, 1=6.5 mm, £=9.8, 3^1=0.63 mm, r2=2.0 mm. 
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Fig. 2-29(a): Computed and measured input resistance against frequency using magnetic 
frill source model: ^=11.5 mm, b=0.0 mm, 1=4.5 mm, c,=9.8, ri=0.63 mm,厂2=2.0 mm. 
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Fig. 2-25 compares the effective radius result to the exact kernel one. 
Reasonable agreement between the results are obtained, showing again that the use 
of the reduced kernel is justified in this antenna setting. 
Fig. 2-26 shows the input impedance of the DR antenna fed by a displaced 
probe as a function of frequency for different probe lengths. It is seen that the 
longer the probe length, the larger the input impedance. This suggests that 
performing impedance matching is possible by varying the probe length. 
The TEiii mode input impedance of the DR antenna as a function of the probe 
displacement b is shown in Fig. 2-27. It can be seen that the T E ^ mode cannot 
be excited as discussed before when the probe is near the center of the DR. However, 
the probe also cannot be moved too far from the center if one wants to have a pure 
resistance for impedance matching, the reason being that there is significant 
capacitive reactance as the probe approaches the edge of the DR. Again, the longer 
the probe, the larger the input impedance. 
The effect of the dielectric constant e, on the input impedance for the TEm 
mode is shown in Fig. 2-28. The figure shows that the resonant frequency decreases 
with £" It is also seen that the input impedance increases with, and hence the 
radiated power decreases with, increasing £" Moreover, the higher the the 
narrower the bandwidth and hence the higher the Q factor. This is consistent with 
the fact that material of high e^  is a poor radiator and has a high Q factor. 
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Fig. 2-25(a): Computed and measured input resistance against frequency (using magnetic 
frill source model): a=12.5 mm, Z7=6.4 mm, 1=6.5 mm, £=9.8, 3^ 1=0.63 mm, r2=2.0 mm. 
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Fig. 2-29(a): Computed and measured input resistance against frequency using magnetic 
frill source model: ^=11.5 mm, b=0.0 mm, 1=4.5 mm, c,=9.8, ri=0.63 mm,厂2=2.0 mm. 
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Fig. 2-26(a): Computed input resistance against frequency for different probe lengths 
using traditional reduced kernel with PWS modes and magnetic frill source 
model: a=12.5 mm, b=6A mm, e,=9.8, rpO.63 mm, r2=2.0 mm. 
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Fig. 2-26(b): Computed input reactance against frequency for different probe lengths 
using traditional reduced kernel with PWS modes and magnetic frill source 
model: fl=12.5 mm, b=6A mm, e厂=9.8，ri=0.63 mm,厂2=2.0 mm. 
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Fig. 2-27(a): Computed input resistance against displacement for different probe lengths 
using traditional reduced kernel with PWS modes and magnetic frill source 
model: a=12.5 mm, /=3.57 GHz, e,=9.8, ri=0.63 mm,广2=2.0 mm. 
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Fig. 2-27(a): Computed input resistance against displacement for different probe lengths 
using traditional reduced kernel with PWS modes and magnetic frill source 
model: a=12.5 mm, /=3.57 GHz, e,=9.8, ri=0.63 mm,广2=2.0 mm. 
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Fig. 2-28(a): Computed input resistance against frequency for different dielectric constant 
using traditional reduced kernel with PWS modes and magnetic frill source 
model: a=12.5 mm, b=6A mm, 1=6.5 mm, 7v=0.63 mm, r2=2.0 mm. 
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Fig. 2-28(b): Computed input reactance against frequency for different dielectric constant 
using traditional reduced kernel with PWS modes and magnetic frill source 
model: a=12.5 mm, b=6A mm, 1=6.5 mm, 7V=0.63 mm, r2=2.0 mm. 
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(C) Center Probe-fed 
Fig. 2-29 shows the comparison between theory and experiment for the input 
impedance of the center probe-fed DR antenna as a function of frequency. The 
traditional reduced kernel results (both EB and PWS modes), the two term 
equivalent radius result and the exact kernel result are all shown in the same figure 
for comparison. It is seen that the exact kernel as well as the two term equivalent 
radius give better results than that given by the traditional reduced kernel. This is 
expected as the probe length to radius r a t i o � I I t \ � i s now only 7.36, which is not 
large enough to justify using the reduced kernel. Again the result using the exact 
kernel is very close to that using the two term equivalent radius. Note that no TE 
mode can be excited in this case because the current on the probe is now mainly 
r-directed. This is different from the case of the displaced probe in which both TE 
and TM modes are excited as discussed in Section 2.2. 
Fig. 2-30 shows the input impedance of the DR antenna fed by a centered 
probe as a function of frequency for different probe lengths. Like the displaced 
probe case, the input impedance increases with the probe length, and therefore 
impedance matching is also possible for the center probe-fed DR antenna. 
The effect of the dielectric constant £厂 on the input impedance for the TMjoi 
mode is shown in Fig. 2-31. The results are similar to the displaced probe case as 
shown in Fig. 2-28, only that the impedance level increases very fast with e^  in the 
present case. This is expected as one can see from Figs. 2-7 and 2-10 in Section 
2.3.2 that the dependence of the input resistance on e^  appears to be almost exactly 
linear for the TEm mode, whereas the curves appear to be almost exponential for 
the TMioi mode. 
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Fig. 2-29(a): Computed and measured input resistance against frequency using magnetic 
frill source model: ^=11.5 mm, b=0.0 mm, 1=4.5 mm, c,=9.8, ri=0.63 mm,厂2=2.0 mm. 
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Fig. 2-29(b): Computed and measured input reactance against frequency using magnetic 
frill source model: a=ll.5 mm, b=0.0 mm, 1=4.5 mm, £,=9.8, ri=0.63 mm, r2=2.0 mm. 
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Fig. 2-30(a): Computed input resistance against frequency for different probe lengths 
using traditional reduced kernel with PWS modes and magnetic frill source 
model: a=11.5 mm, b=0.0 mm, e厂=9.8，ri=0.63 mm,厂2=2.0 mm. 
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Fig. 2-30(b): Computed input reactance against frequency for different probe lengths 
using traditional reduced kernel with PWS modes and magnetic frill source 
model: a=11.5 mm, ^7=0.0 mm, e,=9.8, 7*1=0.63 mm, r2=2.0 mm. 
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Fig. 2-31(a): Computed input resistance against frequency for different dielectric constant 
using traditional reduced kernel with PWS modes and magnetic frill source 
model: a=lL5 mm, b=0.0 mm, 1=4.5 mm, ri=0.63 mm, r2=2.0 mm. 
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Fig. 2-31(b): Computed input reactance against frequency for different dielectric constant 
using traditional reduced kernel with PWS modes and magnetic frill source 
model: a=U.5 mm,办=0.0 mm, /=4.5mm, ri=0.63 mm, r2=2.0 mm. 
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(D) Error Discussion 
The discrepancy between theory and experiment is mainly caused by the 
oversized hollow cavity into which the coaxial probe is placed for measurements. 
As the air trapped inside the cavity will reduce the effective e, of the DR, the 
measured resonant frequencies are expected to be higher than the calculated values. 
Furthermore, the DRs used are not perfectly hemispherical and the effective radius 
is taken as the mean value of the height and the base radius of the DR. The 
imperfection of the hemispherical shape also gives rise to the mismatch between 
theory and experiment. In addition, the tolerance of is not given for the DRs and 
the uncertainty of the true E, has introduced a source of error. Finally, by neglecting 
the higher order modes of the aperture field, the accuracy of the solution is 
decreased, although this effect is relatively small compared to the others for the 
modes presently under consideration. 
2.4.7 Conclusion 
The exact Green's function of the DR antenna is used to evaluate the input 
impedance of the probe-fed DR antenna. The probe current is solved rigorously by 
moment method, and from the current the input impedance is evaluated. The results 
using different excitation models, different basis functions and different dipole 
kernels are compared. Experiment is carried out to verify the theory, and reasonable 
agreement between them is obtained. 
In the next section, we will study the radiation patterns of the first three 
resonant modes, namely the TEm mode, the TE221 mode and the TMjoi mode. 
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2.5 Theoretical Single Cavity Mode Radiation Patterns 
The theoretical single mode radiation patterns for the TEm mode, the TE221 
mode and the TMioi mode are shown in Figs. 2-32, 2-33 and 2-34, respectively. 
Basically, the TEm mode is a broadside mode while the TE221 mode as well as the 
TMioi mode are end-fire modes. Note that the H-plane for the TMioi mode is on 
the ground plane and is omitted from the figure. By exciting different resonant 
modes, different radiation patterns can be obtained. 
— ^ 
o 0 
0 -15 -30 -30 -15 0 
E-plane ((}) = 0。） H-plane ((j) = 90。） 
Fig. 2-32: Computed TEm mode radiation pattern 
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0 -15 -30 -30 -15 0 E-plane 
Fig. 2-34: Computed TMioi mode radiation pattern 
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2.6 Conclusion 
The input impedance of a hemispherical DR antenna fed by a coaxial probe 
has been studied both theoretically and experimentally. Both simple cavity mode 
results and the exact Green's function results are presented. In the latter, the Green's 
function with separate particular and homogeneous parts is derived rigorously in a 
form which can be evaluated very efficiently. Both TE to r and TM to r modes of 
the hemispherical DR are discussed. The probe current and hence the input 
impedance are obtained by using the method of moments with the Galerkin's 
procedure. Convergence checks of the numerical solutions for the present problem 
have been discussed for different excitation models and kernels. 
The effects of the probe length and the probe position on the input impedance 
are also studied. It is found that there are two degrees of freedom for the impedance 
matching of the DR antenna, namely the probe length and the probe position. In 
the next chapter, we will investigate another DR antenna configuration, the aperture 
coupled DR antenna, both theoretically and experimentally. 
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CHAPTER 3 
ANALYSIS OF APERTURE COUPLED 
HEMISPHERICAL DR ANTENNA 
3.1 Introduction 
In this chapter, the aperture-coupled DR antenna is analyzed. This new 
excitation method has several advantages over the probe fed one such as the 
feasibility of integration with MMIC's and the avoidance of large probe self 
reactances at millimeter wave frequencies. While the probe-fed DR antenna uses 
electric source excitation, the aperture-coupled DR antenna utilizes magnetic source 
excitation. Due to the duality of the sources, the position of the source to excite a 
particular mode is different in the two configurations. For example, in the 
aperture-coupled case, the excitation of the TEm mode is strongest when the slot 
is fed at the center of the DR. This is in contrast to the probe-fed case where the 
TEni mode is excited by a probe with a displacement from the center. Moreover, 
while a center-fed probe can only excite TM modes, a slot aligned with a diameter 
of the DR can only excite TE modes. In this chapter, both the broadside TEm mode 
and the end-fire TE221 mode of the DR antenna are investigated. 
The analysis consists of two parts: the DR antenna above the ground plane 
and the microstripline below the ground plane. In the former, mode matching 
method [18] is employed to determine the exact magnetic field Green's function 
inside the DR due to an equivalent magnetic current in the slot. Analysis of the 
latter is based on the reciprocity method by Pozar [28]. 
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The modal solution of the DR antenna involves an infinite summation which 
is usually difficult to compute directly as discussed in Section 2.1. The numerical 
technique presented in the previous chapter is employed again to solve the numerical 
problems. Moreover, the concept of the equivalent radius [50] is used so that the 
planar slot can be treated as a (magnetic) cylindrical dipole which has been well 
studied by many researchers. The reduced kernel of the cylindrical dipole is used 
to artificially avoid the singularity of the magnetic field Green，s function, and 
therefore the numerical integration can be carried out without difficulties. 
The microstrip feed line excitation is analyzed in the spectral domain. In the 
evaluation of an integral involving a surface wave pole which gives rise to the 
integrable singularity, we will follow Pozar's method [20] in which the vicinity of 
the pole is integrated analytically. Using this method, the numerical difficulties are 
avoided, and therefore the integral can be evaluated in a straightforward manner. 
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3.2 Problem Formulation 
The geometry of the DR antenna is shown in Fig.3-1, where the slot of length 
L and width W couples the energy from the microstrip line to the hemispherical 
DR of radius a and dielectric constant e,^ . The grounded dielectric slab has dielectric 
constant and height d, whereas the microstrip feed line has width W^. To begin 
with，the microstripline is assumed to be infinitely long, and propagating a 
quasi-transverse electromagnetic (TEM) mode. The TEM modal fields are given by 
e(y,z) = eyy + e^ z (3-la) 
(34b) 
and normalized as follows: 
广《 广�o 
7xh .xdy dz = l (3-2) J y =—oo JI =0 
Using the e�似 time dependence, the propagating microstripline fields are given 
by 
P = 7 严 (3-3a) 
= (3-3b) 
where P is the propagating constant of the fields. The evaluation of P is discussed 
in Appendix D. In (3-3)，E represents the electric field propagating in the 
+;c-direction, whereas E一 represents that propagating in the -f-direction. 
Due to the presence of the slot at jc=0, there are reflected as well as 
transmitted fields at the discontinuity, and therefore the total microstripline fields 
can be written as 
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z 
Slot on the 
ground plane 
麵w/ 
/Microstrip��::/:/…--一―/ / l 
/T'^hri / / \ 
d Ers \ ~y Dielectric 
t / \ substrate 
/ DR antenna beneath the slot 
Ground plane 
Fig. 3-1 Geometry of an aperture coupled hemispherical DR antenna 
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7： \e +/? E ；c<0 
五=1 —+ (3-4a) [ tE jc>0 
7； + j c c O 
\tH x>0 
where and 7 are the voltage reflection coefficient and the transmission coefficient 
on the line, respectively. Define a closed surface S consisting of three pieces as 
shown in Fig. 3-2. 
-Z 
/ s, \ I 1 1 Microstripline ； 
\ \ / 
' \ M ' / \ V ’ 
Ground Plane \ S l o t � 
乂 DR Antenna 
Fig. 3-2 The closed surface used in the reciprocity analysis 
or mathematically 
S + & + & (3-5) 
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where S � � S ^ and S^ are, respectively, the effective cross section of the microstrip 
(-«,<3；<00 ； 0<z<oo), the aperture surface, and the "wall" of the microstripline 
Cy — 土CO ; z 4 oo ; z=0). Applying the reciprocity theorem to the total fields E, H 
and the positive travelling fields E\ F on the closed surface S, one obtains: 
E x l t ' d S ^ [ i t x H ' d S (3-6) 
or equivalently, 
JqJ J J J 
So S^ 
= { { T x H ' d s - ^ { { T x H ' d s (3-7) 
� So S^ 
But on S^, we have r ->oo and the (far) fields £ and ^ are now related as in a 
spherical TEM wave [51] given by: 
£ = - i i r x H (3-8) 
where T| is the wave impedance. Using (3-8), one obtains: 
五 + (3-9a) 
H + 尺中 $ + (3-9b) 
F + (3-9c) 
and F =//；§ + H% = — E ： ^ ( 3 - 9 d ) 
^ Tj ^ Tj 
Therefore on 
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=合(五e Etf + E^lf) _ i {E； E,f + E； E/) 
(3-10) 
which gives 
广 / * _ ^ /* f* 
E xWdS - \TxHdS=Q (3-11) 
J J J 
Next we consider the fields on the surface As F" is the travelling wave of a 
completely grounded dielectric slab, its tangential components are zero on z = 0, 
and therefore n x 
= 0 . But since there is aperture field -V^e^x in the slot, we 
have, on the surface S ,^ 
nxE=nx{-yXx) 
(3-12) 
where V^  is the unknown amplitude of the aperture field and My = V e^^  is the 
equivalent magnetic current in the slot. Therefore (3-7) becomes 
ExH^'dS-^- \ E x H ^ ' d S = \ E \ H - d S (3-13) 
So So 
Consider the first integral on the left hand side of (3-13). As shown in Fig. 3-3, S� 
consists of two surfaces, namely S^  and iS'j, and one can write 
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广 广 产 ^ 
互 � � 云 • 仏 f [ l y A t ' d 
So 52 
广广 r r = \ \ ( E % R E ' ) x H " ' d S (3-14) 
Fig. 3-3 The surface S�composes of the two surfaces S^ and S:. 
Insertion of (3-3) into (3-14) gives 
So s^ s, 
(3-15) 




= r \ 1 7 f (3-16) 
So V X 
Next we consider the second integral on the left hand side of (3-13). By using the 
vector identity 
(SxJT). n = (n xE). It (3-17) 






J J Sa 
广 /* = Myhye-'^ dS (3-18) 
Sa 
For narrow slots, the term could be neglected because the phase shift across 
the width of the slot is small, and therefore 
广广 c c 
E x H ^ ' d S ^ \Myh/S (3-19) 
Sa 
Finally we consider the integral on the right hand side of (3-13): 
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广 
< J J 
=T fi•广和 x h - � ? + r % J J 
-R {Ue-'^xhe'^^dS (3.20) 
J J z 
Using (3-2) for the normalization of fields and noting that dS^ = -MS:, one obtains: 
\ T x H - d S ^ T { {^xhe-^'^-dS^R (3-21) 
J J J J ^ 
^O 52 
Substituting (3-16), (3-19) and (3-21) into (3-13) and after simplification, the 
following equation is obtained: 
1 c c 
My{x,y)hp,y)dS (3-22) 
乙 J J 
Sa 
Next we apply the reciprocity theorem to the total fields H and the negative 
— • 一 
travelling wave fields E~, H一 on the closed surface S : 
\ E x H ' ' d S = \ E ' x H ' d S (3-23) 
J J J J s s 
or equivalently 
广广 广 /* /* 
\ExH~'dS-¥ ExH~'dS+ \ExH~-dS 
ft/ 
Sy^ So 
二 f {E'xH'dS+ {{TxH-dS-^ {{TxH-dS (3-24) 
J J J J J J 
S货 So 
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From (3-11) one can deduce that 
， 广 — _ f 广— 
ExH'dS- E~xH'dS=0 (3-25) 
J J J 
In addition to the fact that nxE~ = 0 on the surface &，equation (3-24) becomes 
广 —- 一 广广—— 一一 r — — 
ExH 'dS-¥ ExH 'dS= E'xH-dS (3-26) 
^ J J J J 
So So 
Using the technique used in deriving (3-16), (3-19) and (3-21), one can easily prove 
that 
广广 产 产 
ExH" 'dS=-T+\-R Uxhe^^^-dS (3-27) 
J J J 
So s^ 
= \e:;{x,y)h^{x,y)dS (3-28) 
广广 广 广 
~EyJi'dS^T-\-R 厂 耻 ( 3 - 2 9 ) 
So s^ 
Substitution of (3-27)-(3-29) into (3-26) gives 




=1 一去 f \Mp,y)hp,y)dS 
Sa 
or =1 一 R (3-30) 
Now two equations ((3-22) and (3-30)) are derived for the three unknowns (/?, T, 
and My). The required third equation comes from enforcing the continuity of the 




Hy = exterior field (z < 0) due to My 
Hy - interior field (z > 0) due to My 
and H^ = interior field (z > 0) due to the feed line modes 
At x=0~ (or X = 0+，since 1 一 R=T)’ 
= (3-32) 
and therefore 
H ; - H ; = {l-R)hy (3-33) 
Define two Green's function G二; and G^. The former represents Hy at {x, y, 0) 
inside an isolated spherical DR antenna due to a unit My at {x\ y\ 0), whereas the 
latter represents Hy at (x, y, 0) inside the grounded dielectric slab due to a unit My 
at {x\ /，0). Then (3-33) becomes 
V ， s/ 
=(1 一 Ry^H私,y) (3-34) 
On the other hand, equation (3-22) can be written as 
R ="4= f (M^{x,y)H^(x,y)dS (3-35) 
2 偶 Js? 
where in (3-34) and (3-35) 
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= (3-37) 
is the actual magnetic field due to the microstripUne current, and the factor is 
the ratio of the actual magnetic field to the normalized field [28]. Z, is the 
characteristic impedance of the microstripUne. Note that in the first integral of 
(3-34)，a factor of "-2" is added to the magnetic current My. The factor of two 
accounts for the presence of the ground plane, whereas the minus sign ensures that 
the tangential electric field is equal on each side of the aperture region. From (3-34) 
and (3-35), the unknown magnetic current My and the reflection coefficient R can 
be found. Once the reflection coefficient R is found, the equivalent series impedance 
Zg of the slot can be obtained from the equivalent circuit as shown in Fig. 3-4. 
A B 
^ ^ ^ H 
I i infinitely long 
i i microstripUne of 
I 丨 characteristic 
! ‘ i ‘ impedance Zc 
丨 A， B^， 
Z in Zc 
Fig. 3-4 Equivalent series impedance Z^  of the slot. 
From the figure, the input impedance at the reference plane AA' is given by: 
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= (3-37) 
Now consider the reflection coefficient R at the reference plane AA，： 
=(Z片)- Zc 
+ ( 糊 
From (3-38), the equivalent series impedance Z^  is obtained as follows: 
(3-39) 
In actual applications, the slot is usually terminated by an open-circuited stub 
of approximately Xg/4 long as shown in Fig 3-5. 
A B 
Z' r- L s ” , e ^ o 
I I I I 
I I I 
i 丨 Open-circuked 
i i Stub 
I I I I I I I I I I 
t ^ I 鼬 j • I I I I I O i -OjD o 
I I 
丨 A， IB， 
Z i n Z l = - j Z c C O t p L s 
Fig. 3-5 Equivalent circuit of the antenna configuration. 
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From the figure, the input impedance of the actual configuration (Fig. 3-1) 
at the reference plane jc = 0 is given by: 
= ; -j.ZcCotpL, 
or from (3-39) 
2R 
= Y ^ - jZc cot (3-40) 
where L, is the length of the open-circuited stub. 
To slightly improve the results, the stub length L, should be replaced by 
(Ay + 々 ）where L^  is the end correction of the open stub accounting for fringing 
fields at the end of the stub. The expression of L, is given by [53]: 
f e,矛+0.3 Y w J d + {)262\ 
‘ 叫 i；；^ 儿 (3-41) 
where £艰 is the effective permittivity of the substrate. 
In the next section, the unknowns R and My are solved using Moment Method. 
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3.3 Moment Method Solution 
Using moment method, the unknown magnetic current is first expanded in a 
set of basis function fn{x,y)\ 
i VJSx,y) (3-42) 
n = 1 
where y„'s are unknowns to be determined. 
Since the width of the slot is electrically thin and is small as compared to the slot 
length, we assume that My has no variation in the x-direction. On choosing PWS 
modes for the 夕-directed current, one has: 
/“i，y)=/«W/p("„) (3-43) 
where 
/ „ W = W 丨 太 丨 〈 而 (3.44) 
.0 \x\ >W/2 
fp(y) = ^ ^ ~ I ^ < (3-45) 
X) lyl >h 
“ i k l (3-46a) 
(3-46b) 
and K = K^|(er+1)/2 is the effective wavenuraber of the PWS mode. 
Substitution of (3-42) into (3-34) gives 
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c n = 1 J J 
� K 
= ~ : ^ H y ( x , y � (3-47) 
Using the Galerkin's procedure, the following equation is obtained: 
i = (3-48) 
/I = 1 n = 1 
where 
C = " 2 dS (3-49) 
U ^ ft/ %/ , 
So So 
c c c c 
C= y y%{x\/) dS' dS (3-50) 
J U J 
(3-51) 
�Zc V 
In the matrix form, equation (3-48) is given by: 
[Y'J [ y j = ( l - / ? ) [ A v J (3-52) 
where 
C = (3-53) 
On the other hand, insertion of (3-42) into (3-35) gives 
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1 N 
Zn = l 
or (3-54) 
where the superscript t denotes the transpose of a matrix. Substitution of (3-54) 
into (3-52) gives 
[ d [yj =[AvJ -i[AvJ [AvJ TO (3-55) 
which can readily give the solution of K： 
[Kl = {[CJ + 5 [AvJ [Avjj 1 [AvJ (3-56) 
The evaluations of and Av^ are performed in spectral domain [28]: 
eo 
J s / : 机 - 代 代 (3-57) 
—oe 
and Av, £ ("P/‘ W W K ) cosik^yJdky (3-58) 
where 
^hm.. j.�——•/�-•/(�cosk,d 4-yMr. s ink ,d)�£jc l — k]) 一 1)1 。彻 
G”(、，〜)=j^ L I j ^ + TXn J 卜 
巧 ZrskA COS k,d - k^(Ers - 1)1 Sin k,d 
Ciyjc yk'xi'^y) = T T 
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广“� - ^ V , smiKWH) 
UK)-]ju{x)e dx: k譯 (3-590 
V f"^/ �—Vj 2k,{cosk h -cosk.h) 
f a ) - 力 ) 己 办 = ( “ 。 - 观 ） 
W = (3-590 
7； = k^  cos k^d +jk2 sin k^d (3-59f) 
Tm = C O S kid sin k^d (3-59g) 
众 N e A ' - p2 lm(/:i)<0 (3-59h) 
Im((2)<0 (3-59i) 
= + (3-59j) 
kl = 0)2 队 (3-59k) 
(3-591) 
where P, is now used to denote the propagation constant of the microstrip fields as 
P is redefined in (3-59j). Note that in (3-59e), Wf (the width of the feed line) is 
used in f“(y) instead of W (the width of the slot). 
Note that special care must be taken in calculating Y'^ ^ due to the surface 
wave poles of the Green's function G"y. The surface wave poles will give rise to 
sigularities of the integrand, and therefore the integration cannot be performed 
directly. The numerical technique for such integration is discussed in Appendix E. 
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For the evaluation of C , the expression of G二; is required and it will be 
derived in the next section. Once is known, the voltage vector [VJ and hence 
the reflection coefficient R can be obtained from (3-56) and (3-54), respectively. 
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3.4 Magnetic Field Green's Function of DR Antenna 
In this section, the Green's function G^； denoting a ^-directed magnetic field 
^y inside the DR antenna due to a 夕-directed magnetic current My is derived 
rigorously. Note that the computation of [VJ as given by (3-56) is 
coordinate-independent; hence, for convenience, the geometry of the DR antenna 
configuration is re-defined in Fig. 3-6. To begin with, consider a 夕-directed magnetic 
current inside an isolated spherical DR antenna. In general, a 夕-directed current can 
be decomposed into the three components of spherical coordinates: 
My = Mr sin 0 cos (j) + Mq COS 6sin(j) + M令 cos 中 （ 3 - 6 0 ) 
where 
M厂=M^ cos (j)sin0 + M^ sin 中 sin 6 + M^ cos 9 (3-61 a) 
MQ = M^cos<i>cos6-i-MySin((>cosO-M^sin6 (3-6 lb) 
M^ = -M太 sin 中 + My cos 伞 （ 3 - 6 1 c) 
Since the current under consideration lies on the x-y plane (0=7c/2) and has 
no other components we have: 
My = M, sin 中 + Af伞 cos 中 (3-62) 
where M^ = My sin 中，and M^ = My cos 中. 
We will consider the current components independently and then combine 
H 
the results to give the required Green's function It should be mentioned that 
an 产-directed magnetic current can only excite TE to r modes, whereas a ^-directed 
one can, in general, excite both TE to r and TM to r modes. Therefore one potential 
function alone is adequate to represent all possible fields excited by an 
r-directed current，but two potential functions G:; and G二; are required for a 
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$-directed one. The Green's function ^fr denotes the electric potential due to an 
r-directed magnetic point current, while the Green's functions G^ ； and G；^； denote, 
respectively, the electric potential and the magnetic potential due to a ^directed 
one. The derivation procedure of the Green's function is similar to that in the probe 
fed case, where the potentials are represented as the sums of a particular and a 
homogeneous solutions. Again, the subscripts p and h aie used to denote, 
respectively, the particular solution and the homogeneous solution. 
Microstripline 
L � 2 � — 
A ；—r.L.t.-i / 
— — — \ — 一 • — — " — — ' > ^ ^ — ^ ^mmm - J j 
\ " 2 .二 L y 
(a) 
e 
Hemispherical DR Antenna 
Ground Plane 
T / / r-Ls— \ 




Fig. 3-6 The new geometry of the antenna configuration (a) Top View (b) Side View 
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(A) Derivation of G^ and G^ f^  
For (7:;，we write : 
Particular snh中'rm 
G似=X Z A丄(cose)— .1,(2)" , . (3-63a) 
Homogeneous snInHnn 
y + p.. fe. hikr) r<a 
Gm • - s 2： P„ (cos0y ^ (3-63b) 
For G二;，we write : 
Particular solution 
… : ( 3 - 6 3 0 
Homogeneous solutiQn 
G � = l Z prccosey '"^ (3-63d) 
where k。，k, and e denotes, respectively, the vacuum wavenumber, the dielectric 
wavenumber and the dielectric permittivity, which are given in (2-5e)-(2-5g). The 
unknown coefficients A , ^，B _ , C 抓 , ， a n d are constants to be 
determined. PH'ix) is the associated Legendre function of the first kind with order 
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m and degree „，and and 应;p� are, respectively, spherical Bessel function 
of the first kind (Schelkunoff type) and spherical Hankel function (Schelkunoff type) 
of the second kind, both of order All other symbols have the usual meanings. 
(a) Particular Solutions 
The particular solutions are considered first. The coefficients A細 and are 
solved by matching the boundary conditions at the source point: 




where the superscripts ‘+，and ‘一， c o r r e s p o n d to, respectively, the fields at r = 4- 5 
and r = r ' - 5，and 5 is positive and vanishingly small. The boundary conditions for 
the magnetic fields (3-64c) and (3-64d) have already been satisfied by the modal 
expansions (3-63). The boundary conditions for the electric fields (3-64a)-(3-64b) 
are now enforced. 
(i) Boundary Condition for Eq at r = r. 
From (3-64a) and using (2-4), one obtains, after simplification, 
CL^ o£r n = lm=-rt UD Sin O n = 1 m =-« 
(3-65) 
In deriving (3-65), the Wronskian of the spherical BesseFs equation (2-8) has been 
used to simplify the expression. 
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Summation over the index m is first eliminated by using the orthogonal 
relationship for (equation (2-9)). Then (3-65) becomes: 
‘ ” ? 1 於 、 S e ) — : 主 P : ( C O S e) = U o " M松 E-〜中(3-66) 
GO Boundary Condition for E^ at r = r ' 
From (3-64b) and using (2-4), one obtains, after simplification, 
(3-67) 
Eliminating the summation over the index m (using (2-9)), we obtain : 
k f f i 坊 «» f j 
„ ? i l P : ( c � s e ) - „ 5 / " m ^ C ( c � s e ) = o (3-68) 
From the two coupled equations (3-66) and (3-68), the coefficients A細 and can 
be solved. To find the unknown coefficient we first multiply (3-66) by 
(mPr(cose)/sine) and (3-68) by (^P,'"(cos0)/Je) and then add the two equations 
together. This gives the following equation: 
r 1 r , -k m 二 „ d „ d ~ d „ d ^ m « „ 
y T\ pm ^ ptn , ptn ^ ptn _ y i “ n^ “ pm , ptn pm 
co^/sine«=i ”历L ‘ dQ " " de " de ' sin'e " � 
= pAV••柳 (3-69) 
2K sin0 Jo ^ 
where =/^:(cose). 
Finally by using the orthogonal relationship for the associated Legendre functions 
(2-15) and the mathematical identity (2-16), we obtain the coefficient as follows: 
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‘ ： ^ ； ^ ? ^ • 饥 丄 = c X � � d ^ d e (3-70) 
The coefficient D^ is solved similarly by first multiply (3-66) by (dP；"(cose)/洲） 
and (3-68) by (mP;"(cose)/sine) and then add the results together. This results in 
the following equation: 
• n r 
i A p'^A.pm^pm^^pm k y ipm d J ^ Sinenti ” 4 尸r 洲尸” + 尸""e 尸 rJ+C0H�„5lD”4 洲 Pn ^^r ^r 
羞 ” J � V - � (3-71) 
Using the orthogonal relationship for the associated Legendre functions (2-15) 
and the mathematical identity (2-16), we obtain D„„ as below: 
co^ i^ er' 2/1 + 1 (n-m)! f^ f^ ^ ^ d ^ ：^. 
• ； ^ j e = i _ - � 似 松 sine 而 P : ( c o s e K _ 辦洲 ( 3 - 7 2 ) 
For a (surface) point current M^ located at (r', 0',中‘)，we write : 
6(9-eos((|)-f) 
� = ； r ^ (3-73) 
Substituting (3-70), (3-72) and (3-73) into (3-63)，we have the following particular 





一-jz 2/2 + 1 (n-m)! 
、二 i；^^."^；^•饥 (3-74C) 
二 吼 £ 2n + l (n-m)l 
一 • k^^ TTI) • (”4d) 
and A^ is defined in (2-21e). 
(b) Homogeneous Solutions 
The homogeneous solutions for the potential Green，s functions are obtained 
by enforcing the boundary conditions at the spherical surface of the DR: 
^ 9 - ^ 9 = 0 (3-75a) 
(3-75b) 
H : - H - = 0 ( 3 - 7 5 C ) 
H ; - H ; = 0 (3-75d) 
Since the boundary conditions on the surface of the DR (3-75) are exactly 
the same as that in the probe fed case, the results derived from the probe fed case 
can be modified to give the required homogeneous solutions. Comparing (2-5) to 
(3-63)，one can see that the two sets of the modal expressions are basically the 
same, only that A^J^ikr') <r <a) in (2-5a) is replaced by A^^J/ikr') 
(r'<r< a) in (3-63a), and D„J/(kr') {r<r< a) in (2-5c) replaced by 
<r < a) in (3-63c). Then from (2-41), the required homogeneous solutions are 
obtained as follows: 
_ 1 eo n {bnm r <a 
伪 。 伪 。 — i n 柳 - W ( 的 r h 
(3-76a) 
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咬=乂 I主嘉 • o s e ' ) ? : ) � �•讀 ( H V“的.{，•;:)、T 
Unm^n W ) 
(3-76b) 
where 
= ^  [ m k a ) H f \ K a ) - (3-76c) 
.K a^m 
(3-76d) 
。=杂[吧彻)应？(⑶一务吧(⑷把)'(⑶ 1 (3-76e) A” L Kfj _ 
f n m = j ^ (3-76f) 
and a„m and are now given in (3-74c) and (3-74d), respectively. In (3-76), A:丑 
and A™ are given, respectively, by (2-40e) and (2-40f). 
Finally, the Green's functions G:; and G二; are given by : 
= + (3-77a) 
( 遷 ） 
(B) Derivation of 
From (2-43), one can obtain the following equation using the concept of 
duality [32, pp.98-100]: 
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( • 2 +约生 z ! s(卜 
r r r^sine (3-78) 
Equation (3-78) was solved (Appendix C, with replaced by e) and the result for 
the particular solution G:: is given by: 
\ i 客”力 c o s e x 讲 ( c o s e ) c o s m ( H ' ) . |人…, 
(3-79a) 
where 
一 j z {n -m)\ , � 
By matching the boundary conditions at the spherical surface of the DR, the 
homogeneous solution is obtained as follows : 
‘ A 
A I oo n h„„ J„{kr) r <a 
Z I P:(cose')P:(cose)cosm((t)-(t)0人(的..:2,/� � 
r "=0讲=。 k m r > a 
(3-80) 
where 
Km = 菩 [ 奶 ⑷ ( � 一 务 纪 ) ' _ " ? ( � “ ) ] (3.81a) An L Ko J 
Ln=存替 (3-81b) 
and gnm is given in (3-79b). 
The Green's function G:: is then given by : 
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< = + (3-82) 
(C) Derivation of G l^ 
Define two dyadic Green，s functions : 
� = G ^ ry + G^ ； 0r + G二: $r (3-83a) 
� � = Q H “ � r $ + G^l e$ + G^l $$ (3-83b) 
where G二:（ a = r’ 中 and P = 6，中）is the magnetic field Green's function 
derived from G^^  and G^^  using (2-4). The total magnetic field excited by the 
夕-directed current is then given by : 
J J [ G J . {M;f) + G\. (M;$)] dS' (3-84) 
So 
where S�is now re-defmed as the surface of the slot in which the 7-directed 
magnetic current is flowing. 
Substitute (3-83) into (3-84), we have: 
So 
=^ f K M； + G^ ； M;1 r + [gI] M； + G^ ； M；) 0 + (g^ ； M； + G^ ； M,) $ dS' 
J J ^ ^ ^ 
So 
(3-85) 
Using the fact that (9=0=71/2): 
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^y = H, sin 中 + //伞 cos 中 (2-86a) 
M/ = M/sin(t)' (2-86b) 
肌 D A V 喝 ' — ( 2 - 8 6 C ) 
the 3；-directed magnetic field is obtained: 
r ^' / f{ If \ / 
J J L [^A/； sin ([)' + G^ ^ cos ([)'] sin (j) + sin + G^' cos cos ([) 1 M/ dS' 
So 令 乂 」 y 
= j jc^ lM/dS^ (3-87) 
So 
where 
^ m ] = [ � s i n f + cos f ) sin 中 + (G二: sin 中‘+ COS 伞‘)cos 中 ( 3 - 8 8 ) 
is the required Green's function. After simplification, we get (r <a, and e=6'=7c/2): 
G^ = Gp + GH (2-89) 
where 
1 sin d)' sin(b * ” 
yUJjX^ fc r r rt»l m»0 
1 COS d)' sin d) ” 
+ 7 7 ^ V r - ^ I X _ + lK„C(cose ' ) /> : (cose)s inm(中中”(众 r ) 
y tUfX^c r T n = 1 m »0 
jCOpioE rr n-l m-O 
cosfcosc^ £ i 心A;>:(cose');^ />:(cose)cosm(H')<D”Ofer凡Ofer) |LL� rr n»i m»i aU aU 
C0S(|)-C0S(|) - m f l•尸； ( c o s e O P : ( c o s e ) c o s m ( ( t ) -中 / (众0 jCOjXoE rr n«l m-O 
(3-90) 
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广- 1 sin^ s^mcj) - « 
… „ „ ? 。 • + 1) Km Ocose)Pr(cose)cosm(中-
1 cos (|)'sin(|) ~ “ 
J ^ E ？ ? 玉 + 1)办-尸r(cosGX"(cose) Sinm(中-中V/(众r')人O^r) 
k sin (|)'cos (|) ~ “ 
" j ^ E . ~ 玉 饥 P n � s eOOcos 6) sinm((l) -
1 cos (])' COS (j) ~ « d d 
• ~ 玉 ‘ 流 P”讲(cos e')而 P:(C0S e) cosm (中 - n / > r ' ) / “ i t r ) 
• k cos 6'cos (b - “ , 
三饥 b丄 (cose' )P: (cose )cosm (中-約(众0 
(3-91) 
and and are given, respectively, in (2-54d) and (2-54e), whereas the 
constants a 歸 Z?膨 d 腕 ’ e 細 ， a n d /i腕 are given in ( 3 - 7 4 ) ， ( 3 - 7 6 ) ， ( 3 - 7 9 ) and 
(3-81). To this end, the reciprocity of G二; in r and ? is not obvious. A form which 
shows this property explicitly will be shown in the next section. 
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3.5 Efficient Evaluations of Antenna Green's Function and 
. j ^ , -.ii,-,-, .••y-'^ -
In this section, the numerical difficulties in calculating the antenna Green's 
function G二; and are discussed, and the methods to tackle them are presented. 
3.5.1 Modal Green's Function of DR Antenna 
Like the convergence problem of the particular solution occurred in the 
probe-fed case, the Green's function G二; cannot be evaluated using (3-102) directly 
because of the slowly convergent particular solution Gp. Before solving the problem, 
the double-summation of the Green's function in (3-89) is reduced to a 
single-summation using the addition theorem for Legendre polynomials (equation 
(2-62)) so that the computational efficiency is enhanced. The results are shown as 
belows: 
= + (3-92a) 
where 
1 • 丄 / • 丄 
Gp = . 二 广 + {In +1) P„(cos((^  - 中 ( 众 
A (2” + 1 ) 1 髮 省 卵 ” ( 的 
1 siiKb'cosd) ~ 3 „ , 丄/��vi^ /， ,��T, / / , � 
471C0|Io rr /i = i oc) 
coe cos(1)'cos(b ~ 2n +1 _ ,, ..人/��>k ,,'�…，，� 
4Kk rr n = i + 1 ) 
� s 中 £ 2 二 32 o s ( ( | ) - ( 3 - 9 2 b ) 
47CC0|Io rr n = i«(n + l) d(|)d(l) 
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广 - 一 1 sin (|)'sin (|) ~ H 一 . ~ ； : 办 ” _ +1) +1)尸“cos(中 - n l i k n l i k r ) 
1 cos (j)'sin (|) ~ , 3 
. ~ b n (2« + 1) ^ P„(cos((j) -nh'ikOKikr) 
1 sin (j)'cos d) ~ , d 
• ~ ~ ； � + 1)而P”(c�s(巾-<t>0)l(krV/(kr) 
C0£ COS (t)'cos(|) " 2n +1 ^ 
一 。 ； 巾 - ^ W k r V . i k r ) 
k cos (|/cos (j) ~ , 2« + l ^ ^ 
. ~ ~ ^ ^ 、 ； ^ ^ 丽 P “ c � s ( c t ) 一 nJ.\krV:ikr) ( 3 - 9 2 C ) 
办 ” = 音 一 圳 � i � � a ) - 是 吧 ' ( 一 i � � a ) ] (3-92d) 
_ 
en (3-92e) 
and Af and A™ are given by (2-40e) and (2-40f), respectively. A prime denotes 
derivative of a function. In deriving (3-92) from (3-90), we have used the fact that 
0 = 0' = 7C/2. From (3-92), it is clearly seen that the Green's function G^' is 
reciprocal in 7 and r ' as expected. 
To solve the convergence problem, the technique used in the previous chapter 
is employed again to give a simple form for the particular solution. Recall that Gp 
simply represents a y-directed magnetic field on the x-y plane due to a 夕-directed 
magnetic current on the same plane in an unbounded dielectric medium; thus the 
Green's function can be alternatively given by (z = 0): 
‘f ^ -y*/? 
乂 (3-93) 
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w h e r e + is the distance between the source and the field 
points on the plane. Hence a new mathematical identity can be established: 
CO|I八办2 J械 
一 s i n (t)'sin(t) ~ 
• —,2 _ + 1) (2n + 1) P„(cos(中-
1 cos sin (j) " ^^  � 3 
1 sin (b'cosd) ~ � 3 
coe cos cos (j) ~ 2n + l , 一 • ； ^ P ” (c�s(巾一仰似的？“叫 
k COS 6'COS 6 ~ 2n + 1 
- 的 的 平 / 问 ( 3 - 9 4 ) 
where R = V(r cos (j) - r ' cos ^ 'f + (y-r' sin (j)')^  (3-95) 
Finally the Green's function G二; is given by (r <a, 0 = 6' = 7c/2): 
„ ； f ；i2 -jkR 
• bnn(n + 1) (2n +1) P„(cos((l) -f))入(的人问 
1 cos(b'sin(b “ . 3 „ . , 丄 ] � � 令 “ 了 ,�<?,，� 
_ + 1) WP“C�S(CHcm/(的人(納 
_ 1 s i r ^ i 秘" + f))人(的(众r) 
47CC0fio rr n = i d<|) 
coe cos(b'cos(|) ~ 2n +1 _ ,, ..人/、、卞,,/�f , , � 
^ k c o s ^ i （3-96) 
4k(0\Xo rr n = i + l)d(t)d(t) 
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][t was found that the homogeneous G" converges very quickly. Together with 
the simple form for the particular solution Gp’ the Green's function G^； can be 
evaluated very efficiently. 
3.5.2 Evaluation of 
The evaluation of Y : in (3-49) is now discussed. Note that G二; has a 
singularity at f = r', and therefore the integration cannot be done directly. To begin 
with, Y二„ is written as: 
where 
C = - 2 U x , y ) G p U x ' y ) d S ' d S ( 3 - 9 7 b ) 
w J J J So So 
广 广 广 广 
f m ( x , y ) G ^ U x \ / ) d S ' d S ( 3 - 9 7 C ) 
•/ 4/ •/ 
So So 
in which G尸 and Gh are given in (3-93) and (3-92), respectively. 
The evaluation of can be done in a straightforward manner as G；^  is a 
smooth and slowly varying function. For Y二 however, special consideration is 
needed due to the singularity of Gp occurring at r = r \ Since Y^ ^ represents the slot 
admittance in an unbounded dielectric medium, we can treat the slot as if it were 
located along the 夕-axis. Moreover, for a slender slot (众oW^�1，W^�L)，one ca  
compute the slot admittance using the concept of equivalent radius a老[50] so that 
the theory developed in cylindrical dipole can be utilized. The equivalent radius a亡 
is given by: 
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(3-98) 
Therefore we have: 
L L 
一2 广王广i f \ 
山 识 • 叫 k j 力 (广力 ( 3 - 9 9 ) 
where 
= (3-100) 
and Tj = ViVe is the dielectric wave impedance. Note that by considering the 
(magnetic) cylindrical dipole, one can make use of the knowledge developed in 
electric cyUndrical dipoles. Expressing (3-99) in the "Richmond form", one obtains: 
L L _2 _/n n n e ' 
Y: 协 - [ ( 1 - 3 a 力 + alk'O W 一 y „ ) dy'dy 
(3-101) 
Since PWS modes are now used for the current expansion modes as well as 
the testing current modes, the simple formula (2-88) can be used so that can 
be evaluated very efficiently. 
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3.6 Single Cavity Mode Approximation 
3.6.1 Evaluation of Input Impedance 斗 
This section will investigate the use of single mode approximations of the 
Green's function G^] for the broadside TEm mode and the end-fire TE221 mode so 
as to simplify the expression of the Green's function. The single mode Green's -
function for the broadside TEm mode, G/fi, and that for the end-fire TE221 mode, 
are given as follows {r<a,r' <a and 6 = 0' = nil): 
T P _ / (y 
q t e _ _ ] _ , 2 £ _ 
、、八 a广 J械 
一 油 1 . sin 中 sin 中 ' c o s ( 中 - 伞 ‘ ) j j 
2 譯 。 r 2 r ' 2 明 r)J 糾 
sin中 cos(|/sin(中-中0 . j 
+ A s i n 中 ' c o s 中 J 制 
^kbi cos cos 6 cos((b - d)') ^ ,,, � ^^  ,八… 
\ ^ ” • J,\krV,\kr) (3-102) 
87CCO|Io rr 1 � / 1 � / 
； f ；i2 
� - C 0 ‘ 2 +欠 J 械 
45b2 sin 6 sin6' cos 2(6 - (bO -,,、令，，、 
" 的 " 納 
一鱼 s i n 伞 c o s f sin2(中-中0你,)人(众广） 
8 譯。 r\' 
15^ 2 sin<l/ cos(|)sin2((|)-<|)0 节,j , + “ • • ；^ . ( 的 
_cose ! ) - cos (^cos2 ( ( | ) - ( ^0 以kr’)3;Qcr) (3-103) 
Stccd^Io 厂 , 
where 
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R = V(卜 0 2 + ( ” 力 2 (3-104) 
iM H,(ka) - (3-105) 
(3-106) 
Af = J,{ka)Hf\Ka) (3-107) 
= h{ka)Hf\Ka)-jJ^{ka)Hf{Ka) (3-108) 
To further simplify the problem, the magnetic current of the slot is modelled 
by a single PWS mode: 
smk,{LI2-\y\) 
似乂太，力=V�Ws^nKm (3-109) 
where V � i s the unknown amplitude of the aperture field. With this approximation, 
the reflection coefficient in (3-54) is now simply reduced to 
A v 2 R = , (3-110) 
where 
r=-2 f f [ \M^ix,y)G(x,yy')dS'dS (3-111) 
So s � 
f ( > „ 2(、)尸; ( � ) ( 5-(、， ( 3 - 1 1 2 ) 
Ofl 
Av r 印 HV �)F«(�)FA)c_，"2)代 （3-113) 
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in which G = G i 7 i or G^^. All other symbols are defined in (3-59). Once the 
reflection coefficient R is obtained, the input impedance at the reference plane is 
obtained using (3-40). 
3.6.2 Measured and Computed Results 
(A) Experimental Set-up 
To verify the validity of the theory, measurements have been done and the 
experimental set-up is shown in Appendix G. A dielectric hemisphere of radius 8.2 
mm and dielectric constant £^^=9.5, fed by a slot coupled to a microstripline, was 
measured for the broadside T E ^ mode. For the end-fire TE221 mode verification, 
another dielectric hemisphere of radius 12.5mm and dielectric constant was 
measured instead. In the experiment, the PCB's used are ROGERS RT/DUROID 
6002 with substrate dielectric constant £^ .=2.96 and height J=0.635 mm. The 
measurements were taken using an HP8510C network analyzer, and the reference 
plane is taken at the center of the slot. 
(B) The Broadside TEm Mode 
Theoretical prediction and measured value of the normalized input impedance 
are shown in Fig. 3-7. From the theory, the resonant frequency (where is real) 
is found to be 5.49 GHz, which is very close to the measured value of 5.50 GHz. 
Moreover, this is consistent with the predicted value of 5.61 GHz as obtained by 
solving the characteristic equation A[^=0. Due to the effects of the slot and the 
open-circuited stub L” the calculated resonant frequency (5.49 GHz) is expected to 
be slightly different from the predicted value (5.61 GHz). From the figure, it is 
seen that the theory agrees reasonably well with the experiment. Fig. 3-8 compares 
the return loss between theory and experiment for different slot lengths. It is seen 
that the theory, again, agrees reasonably well with the experiment. Moreover, the 
longer the slot, the larger the return loss. For L = 8.5 mm, the dip of the measured 
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data is not as sharp as that of the theory, which is probably due to experimental 
limitations. Fig. 3-9 shows the variation of the computed normalized input 
impedance for different slot lengths on the smith chart. It is seen that the coupling 






Fig. 3-7 Computed and measured normalized input impedance at the reference plane : 
a=8.2 m m , e , , = 9 . 5 , L = 8 . 5 m m , ；Crf=O.Omm, ; y尸 0 . 0mm , H^=0 . 8 63 m m , Wj=l.6 m m , 





Experiment • L = 6.5 mm 
- Experiment “ L = 7.5 mm 
Experiment ——*——L = 8.5 mm 
-30 - _ 
Theory = 6.5 mm 
Theory L = 7.5 mm 
I Theory L = 8.5 mm 
I I I I I I I I I I I 
4 4.5 5 5.5 6 6.5 7 
Frequency f (GHz) 
Fig. 3-8 Computed and measured return loss at the reference plane for different slot 
lengths : a=8.2 mm, x尸0.0mm，y尸0.0mm，W=0.5 mm, Wj=1.6 mm, d=0.635 
mm, £ ,^=2.96, L,=8.63 mm. 
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K 5.0 GHz 
V 5.5 GHz 
• 6.0 GHz 
Fig. 3-9 Computed normalized input impedance at the reference plane for different slot 
lengths : a=8.2 mm, e^尸9.5，jc产O.Omm’ 力=O.Omm，W=0.5 mm, Wj=l.6 mm, d=0.635 
mm, e„=2.96, L,=8.63 mm. 
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(C) The End-fire TE^^i Mode 
Theoretical prediction and measured value of the return loss as a function of 
frequency for different slot displacements are shown in Fig. 3-10. The measured 
resonant frequency (the frequency at which the return loss is minimum) is 5.40 
GHz，which is very close to the calculated value of 5.30 GHz (1.89 % error). 
Furthermore, from the figure, it is seen that the theory agrees reasonably well with 
the experiment for y^  = 8.0 mm and y^  = 4.0 mm. For the case of y^  = 0.0 mm, 
the TE221 mode cannot be excited properly. In this case, the fields inside the DR 
are strongly influenced by other resonant modes, which are neglected in the present 
theory. This explains the relatively large discrepancy between theory and experiment 
for yd = 0.0 mm. It is also seen that the return loss increases with the slot 
displacement y .^ This trend will continue until the input impedance at the reference 
plane is matched with the characteristic impedance Z^  of the microstripline. Fig. 
3-11 shows the computed and the measured return loss as a function of frequency 
for different slot lengths. Again’ reasonable agreement between theory and 
experiment is obtained. Moreover, the longer the slot，the larger the return loss. 
(D) Error Discussions 
The difference between theory and experiment is caused by the imperfect 
hemispherical DR where it has slight dips on various parts of its surface. In addition, 
the tolerance of £严 is not given for the DR so that the uncertainty in the permittivity 
is a source of error. Moreover, the use of the single mode approximation has also 





. I J Experiment ~ • 7 ^ = 0 . 0 mm 
Experiment “ 7^ = 4.0 mm 
-20 — y Experiment ~ a _ y^ = g.O mm 
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Theory y^ = 4.0min 
• Theory y^ = g.O mm 
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Fig. 3-10 Computed and measured return loss at the reference plane for different slot 
positions : a=12.5 mm, L=8.5 mm, mm, W=0M3 mm, Wj=l.6 mm, 




1 } Experiment • L = 6.5 mm 
- I Experiment “ L = 7.5 mm 
I Experiment ————L = 8.5 mm 
- 1 i Theory JL = 6.5 mm 
I Theory L = 7.5 mm 
_ Theory L - 8.5 mm 
.20 • 丨 > 1 1 1 ‘ 1 ‘ ‘ ‘ 
4 4.5 5 5.5 6 6.5 7 
Frequency f (GHz) 
Fig. 3-11 Computed and measured return loss at the reference plane for different slot 
lengths : fl=12.5 mm, e,,=9.5, ；c尸0.0 mm, y,=S.Omm, W=0.5 mm, W尸 1.6 mm, 
/^=0.635 mm, e„=2.96, 4=8.63 mm. 
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3.6.3 Conclusion 
The input impedance and the return loss of the aperture-coupled DR antenna 
has been studied using the single mode approximations for the antenna Green's 
function G二〉Reasonable agreement between theory and experiment has been 
obtained. It is found that impedance matching is possible by simply varying the 
slot length for both the broadside TEm mode and the end-fire TE221 mode, making 
his antenna feasible in circuit designs. 
Although the present theory gives reasonable agreement with the 
measurements, the solution so obtained is not general. For example, the result for 
the end-fire TE221 mode is less satisfactory for = 0 due to the fact that other 
resonant modes have been neglected. Moreover, for the TE221 mode，the theory is 
valid only when the slot is aligned with the };-axis fe = 0)，otherwise the end-fire 
TMioi mode which has been neglected will also be excited. In the next section, the 
general MM solution using the exact modal Green's function given by (3-96) will 
be presented, and such solution will eliminate these problems. 
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3.7 Exact Modal Solution 
3.7.1 Convergence Checks 
Before comparing the theory with the measurements, convergence tests for 
the MM solution are performed for the theoretical results. Fig. 3-12 shows the 
convergence check for the broadside TEm mode. The convergence is quite stable 
for increasing N, the number of the current expansion mode used. Moreover, when 
/ / = 1，a quite good result is obtained. The convergence check for the end-fire TE221 
mode is shown in Fig. 3-13. Again, the convergence is quite stable for increasing 
N. Moreover, a satisfactory result is obtained even for N = I. Therefore in the 
following calculations, we will use A^  = 3 as a compromise between the accuracy 
and the computation time. 
3.7.2 Measured and Computed Results 
(A) Experimental Set-up 
The experimental set-up is shown in Appendix G. A dielectric hemisphere of 
radius 12.5 mm was used for both the TEm mode and the TE221 mode verifications. 
The PCB，s used are ROGERS RT/DUROID 6002 with substrate dielectric constant 
£^=2.96 and height J=0.635 mm. Measurements were taken using the HP8510C 
network analyzer with the reference plane taken at the center of the slot. 
(B) The Broadside TEm Mode 
The comparison between theory and experiment for the normalized input 
impedance is shown in Fig. 3-14. The slot has length 13.5 mm and is fed at the 
center of the DR antenna. The measured resonant frequency is 3.61 GHz, which is 
very close to the calculated value of 3.56 GHz (1.38 % error). Moreover, it is 
consistent with the predicted value of 3.68 GHz obtained by solving the 
characteristic equation t ^ = 0. It is seen that the theory agrees reasonably well 
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with the measurement. To study the effect of the slot length on the input impedance, 
two slots of length 11.0 mm and 16.3 mm are used and the results are shown in 
Figs. 3-15 and 3-16, respectively. Again, reasonable agreements between theory and 
experiment are obtained. It is found that the coupling factor (defined as the radius 
of the impedance circle [27]) increases with the slot length. Hence one can achieve 
impedance matching by simply varying the slot length. The result of using a slightly 
wider slot is shown in Fig. 3-17. It is seen that by using the larger slot，the coupling 
is increased. Therefore one may also adjust the slot width to help achieve impedance 
matching. Of course the slot width cannot be too wide, otherwise the assumption 
that the f-directed magnetic current is constant across the width of the slot is no 
longer valid. 
The variation of the input impedance using different Xj are shown in Figs. 
3-18 through 3-19. Reasonable agreement between theory and experiment is 
obtained. It is seen that the larger the offset jc^ , the weaker the TEm mode excitation. 
This is in contrast to the probe-fed case where a displacement from the center of 
the DR is required to excite the TEm properly. Fig. 3-20 shows the reflection 
I 
coefficient \Sii\ for different slot-offset x/s. By changing jc力 one can also perform ； 
impedance matching. 
The input impedance for different y^  's is shown in Fig. 3-21. Again, the 
larger the slot-offset y ,^ the weaker the coupling between the DR antenna and the 
slot. Fig. 3-22 shows the corresponding | J，and it is observed that the trend is 
similar to that for the case of varying x .^ 
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Normalized input resistance � 
3 一 A N=3 •一 
• • 
- fc … … N = 5 
I I ——N=7 
： l u I 
Q I I I I I I I I I 
2.5 3 3.5 4 4.5 5 
Frequency f (GHz) 
Fig. 3-12(a): Convergence check for the input resistance against frequency for the TEm 
mode: a=12.5mm, L=13.5 mm, W=0.87 mm, jCrf=0.0 mm, mm, Wj=lA5 
mm,扣0.635 mm, e^ ,=2.96, L,=13.6 mm. 
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Normalized input reactance � 
4 
. 一 . • 一 … N = 1 
- N=3 
--一 • — — 二 5 
3 - N=7 j 
: : \ / 
� \f 
丨 . I • I I 1 1 1 ‘ 
2.5 3 3.5 4 4.5 5 
Frequency f (GHz) 
Fig. 3-12(b): Convergence check for the input reactance against frequency for the TEm 
mode: a=12.5mm, £,“=9.5, L=13.5 mm, W=0.87 mm, x,=0.0 mm, >；尸0.0 mm, Wj=lA5 
mm, d=0.635 mm, £,,=2.96, L,=13.6 mm. 
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Normalized input resistance 
3.5 
N=3 J 
3 - … … N = 5 I 
_ N=7 I 
2.5 -
Q ‘ I I 1 1 1 1 
4 4.5 5 5.5 6 6.5 
Frequency f (GHz) 
Fig. 3-13(a): Convergence check for the input resistance against frequency for the TE221 
mode: fl=12.5 mm, e,,=9.5, L=8.5 mm, W=0.863 mm, j尸0.0 mm, y,=S.O mm, W/=h6 
mm, d=0.635 mm, e„=2.96, L,=8.63 mm. 
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Normalized input reactance (Q) 
3.5 
3 - … … … • N=3 
N=5 i 
； i 
-0 5 L ‘ 1 ‘ 1 ‘ 1 ‘ ‘ ‘ 
‘ 4 4.5 5 5.5 6 6.5 
Frequency f (GHz) 
Fig. 3-13(b): Convergence check for the input reactance against frequency for the TE221 
mode: a=12.5 mm, L=8.5 mm, 1^ =0.863 mm, j：产0.0 mm, )v=8.0 mm, Wj=1.6 
mm, d二0.635 mm, e„=2.96, 4=8.63 mm. 
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* 3.56 GHz Theory (solid line) 
V 3.61 GHz Experiment (dotted line) 
Fig. 3-14: Computed and measured normalized TEm mode input impedance: 
a=12.5mm, £^ “=9.5，L=13.5 mm, W=0.87 mm, i产0.0 mm, )v=0.0 mm, W尸 1.45 mm, 
J=0.635 mm, e,,=2.96, 4=13.6 mm. 
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* 3.56 GHz Theory (solid line) 
V 3.61 GHz Experiment (dotted line) 
曙 
Fig. 3-15: Computed and measured normalized TEm mode input impedance: a=12.5 
mm, £,^ =9.5,1^=11.0 mm, W=OM mm, ；c产0.0 mm, y尸0.0 mm, W^l.45 mm, /^=0.635 
mm, £^ ,=2.96, L,=13.6 mm. 
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* 3.56 GHz Theory (solid line) 
V 3.61 GHz Experiment (dotted line) 
V ^ I 
Fig. 3-16: Computed and measured normalized TEm mode input impedance: 
a=12.5mm, L=16.3 mm, W=0.92 mm, ；c产0.0 mm, y尸0.0 mm, W尸 1.45 mm, 
(/=0.635 mm, e„=2.96, L,=13.6 mm. 
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* 3.56 GHz Theory (solid line) 
V 3.61 GHz Experiment (dotted line) 
Fig. 3-17: Computed and measured normalized TEm mode input impedance: a=12.5 
mm, e,«=9.5, L=13.5 mm, W=1.33 mm, x尸0.0 mm, >^ =^0.0 mm, TV尸 1.45 mm, d=0.635 
mm, e„=2.96, L,=13.6 mm. 
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* 3.56 GHz Theory (solid line) 
V 3.61 GHz Experiment (dotted line) 
Fig. 3-18: Computed and measured normalized TEm mode input impedance: a=12,5 
mm, £,^ =9.5, Z^ =13.5 mm, W=1.33 mm, x^=5.0 mm，y产0.0 mm, W尸 1.45 mm, i/=0.635 
mm, e^ ,=2.96, L,=13.6 mm. 
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* GHz Theory (solid line) 
V 3.61 GHz Experiment (dotted line) 
_ 
Fig. 3-19: Computed and measured normalized TEm mode input impedance: a=12.5 
mm, £,^ =9.5, L=13.5 mm, W=133 mm,文产 10.5 mm, y产0.0 mm, W尸 1.45 mm, ii=0.635 
mm, £ ,^=2.96, L,=13.6 mm. 
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Is 丨丨 l(dB) 
0 - miir ……‘… I I 
-20 - I y Experiment ~ ~ • :t^=O.Omm 
I I Experiment ~ ~ • ~ X^=5.0mm 
“ I Experiment ~ a x 尸 10.5 mm 
_ 3 Q 一 I Theory = 0.0 mm 
I Theory mm 
. Theory 10.5 mm 
_4Q 1 1 I 1 1 1 1 1 1 
2.5 3 3.5 4 4.5 5 
Frequency f (GHz) 
Fig. 3-20: Computed and measured TEm mode reflection coefficient for different Xj : 
a=12.5 mm, e^�=9.5,1=13.5 mm, W=133 mm,少尸0.0 mm, Wj=lA5 mm, f/=0.635 mm, 
e„=2.96, 4=13.6 mm. 
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* 3.56 GHz Theory (solid line) 
V 3.61 GHz Experiment (dotted line) 
Fig. 3-21: Computed and measured normalized TEm mode input impedance for 
different y^ : a=12.5 mm, e,,=9.5, L=13.5 mm, W=l.33 mm, 0:^ =0.0 mm, Wj=lA5 mm, 
扣0.635 mm, e„=2.96, L,=13.6 mm. 
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IS丨丨丨(dB) 
r r n 
-20 — U ff I Experiment ~ • ~ :yrf=O.Omm 
V . t y Experiment ~ “ ~ :y广 3.5 mm 
• llfl Experiment ~ a _ ;y广 5.5 mm 
•30 _ I Theory ；yrf=5.5mm 
Theory >^3= 3.5 mm 
Theory y^ = o.O mm 
_4Q i 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
2.5 3 3.5 4 4.5 5 
Frequency f (GHz) 
Fig. 3-22: Computed and measured TEm mode reflection coefficient for different y/. 
a=12.5 mm, e,«=9.5, L=13.5 mm, W=l.33 mm, Xj=0.0 mm, Wj=lA5 mm, d=0.635 mm, 
e„=2.96, L,=13.6 mm. 
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(C) End-fire TE221 Mode 
Fig. 3-23 shows the measured and computed TE221 mode input impedance. 
The slot is aligned with the ；y-axis and has an offset y^  = 8.0 mm. It is seen that 
the calculations and the measurements are in reasonable agreement. From the figure, 
it is seen that the measured resonant frequency is 5.40 GHz, which is very close 
to the calculated value of 5.30 GHz (1.89% error) as well as the predicted value 
of 5.34 GHz obtained by solving the characteristic equation A^ ^ = 0. Figs. 3-24 and 
3-25 show the input impedance for different y/s, whereas Fig. 3-26 shows the 
corresponding l^ul. Unlike the TE^ mode excitation in which a center-fed slot 
results in the strongest coupling, the TE221 cannot be excited when the slot is near 
the center of the DR. 
The reflection coefficient l^iJ for different slot lengths is shown in Fig. 3-27. 
Again, the longer the slot length, the larger the coupling. 
(D) Error Discussions 
The discrepancy between theory and experiment is mainly caused by the 
imperfect hemispherical DRs where they have slight dips on various parts of its 
surface. In addition, the tolerance of e^  is not given for the DRs so that the 
uncertainty in the permittivity is also a source of error. 
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* 3.56 GHz Theory (solid line) 
V 3.61 GHz Experiment (dotted line) 
Fig. 3-23: Computed and measured normalized TE221 mode input impedance: a=12.5 
mm, £,^ =9.5, L=8.5 mm, W=0.863 mm, ；c产0.0 mm,)；尸8.0 mm, mm, ^ =^0.635 
mm, £^ ,=2.96, L,=8.63 mm. 
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* 3.56 GHz Theory (solid line) 
V 3.61 GHz Experiment (dotted line) 
Fig. 3-24: Computed and measured normalized TE221 mode input impedance: a=12.5 
mm, £,,=9.5, L=8.5 mm, W=0M3 mm, ；c,=0.0 mm, y,=4.0 mm, W尸 1.6 mm, d=0.635 
mm，e^ ,=2.96, L,=8.63 mm. 
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米 5.3 GHz Theory (solid line) 
• 5.4 GHZ Experiment (dotted line) 
_ 
Fig. 3-25: Computed and measured normalized TE221 mode input impedance: a=l2.5 
mm, £,^ =9.5, L=8.5 mm, W=0M3 mm, ;c产0.0 mm, >v=0.0 mm, Wj=l.6 mm, d=0.635 
mm, e„=2.96, L,=8.63 mm. 
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ISnl(dB) 
r r n 
I Experiment ~ • ~ 7^=0 .0 mm 
• t Experiment “ ~ y^ = 4.0 mm 
-20 - / Experiment ~ ~ a _ y^ = 8.0 mm 
- Theory ;yrf=O.Omm 
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Theory ；Vd: 8.0 mm 
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4 4.5 5 5.5 6 6.5 7 
Frequency f (GHz) 
Fig. 3-26: Computed and measured TE221 mode reflection coefficient for different 
fl=12.5 mm. e,«=9.5, L=8.5 mm, \y=0.863 mm, j：产0.0 mm, y尸0.0 mm, 尸 1.6 mm, 
J=0.635 mm, e„=2.96, L,=8.63 mm. 
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lS„|(dB) 
11 Experiment ~ • ~ L = 6.5 mm 
-15 - Y Experiment —“ L = 7.5 mm 
Experiment ~~a——L = 8.5 mm 
Theory L = 6.5 mm 
-20 “ Theory L = 7.5 mm 
Theory L = 8.5 mm 
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Fig. 3-27: Computed and measured TE221 mode reflection coefficient for different slot 
lengths: a=12.5 mm, e,«=9.5, W=0.5 mm, jc^ O.O mm, y尸8.0 mm, Wj=l.6 mm, d=0,635 
mm, e„=2.96, L,=8.63 mm. 
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3.7.3 Conclusion 
The exact modal Green's function of the DR is used to obtain the input 
impedance at the reference plane. The equivalent magnetic current is solved by 
moment method with the Galerkin's procedure. The effect of the slot's offsets x^  
and y^ i on the input impedance has been studied. Measurements have been carried 




An aperture-coupled hemispherical DR antenna has been studied both 
theoretically and experimentally. The exact Green's function for the magnetic field 
inside the DR antenna due to the equivalent magnetic current in the slot is derived. 
For the microstrip line excitation, the reciprocity method has been employed to 
obtain the expression of the equivalent series impedance of the slot. This method 
provides a simple problem formulation, and, on the other hand, the expressions are 
computationally efficient. The single mode approximation as well as the exact modal 
Green's function are used to evaluate the input impedance at the reference plane. 
In using the exact modal Green's function, the Green's function is presented in a 
form which can be implemented numerically very easily. The concept of equivalent 
radius of a cylindrical (magnetic) dipole is used so that the knowledge developed 
in cylindrical dipole can be utilized to simplify the computation. Both the broadside 
TEiii mode as well as the end-fire TE221 mode are studied. Experiment has been 
carried out to verify the theory, and reasonably agreement between them has been 
obtained. The effects of the slot-length, the slot position and the slot width on the 
input impedance have been studied. By varying these parameters, one can perform 
impedance matching in practical circuit designs, showing potential applications of 




This dissertation has been devoted to the analysis of a hemispherical DR 
antenna, which has potential applications in the millimeter wave band. This new 
antenna offers several advantages such as no conductor loss, small size and low 
cost. 
Two excitation methods have been considered for the DR antenna, namely 
the coaxial probe-feed and the aperture-coupling. In the former, the exact Green’s 
function of the electric field inside the DR antenna due to an electric point current 
is derived using mode matching method. The probe current and hence the input 
impedance of the antenna are then found using moment method with the Galerkin's 
procedure. In the calculation of Z-matrix elements, the electric field is reacted with 
the source on the probe surface and this causes a convergence problem. To handle 
this difficulty, the modal solution is first expressed as the sum of a particular and 
a homogeneous solutions. Using the physical argument, the slowly convergent 
particular solution is then replaced by a simple expression which can be evaluated 
very efficiently. While the singularity of the Green's function is absorbed in the 
particular solution, the homogeneous solution is a smooth and slowly varying 
function. Moreover，it converges very quickly, and therefore the evaluation of the 
Green's function is very computationally efficient. Using this technique, the 
numerical difficulties in evaluating the Green's function are avoided and, besides, 
a new mathematical identity is established. 
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In considering the energy radiated from the coaxial probe to the DR, the 
problem of a cylindrical monopole antenna is encountered. The results using various 
dipole kernels (traditional reduced kernel, reduced kernel with correction term, and 
exact kernel) and different source models (delta gap source and magnetic frill 
source) have been discussed and compared. Furthermore, both PWS and EB basis 
functions have been used in obtaining the MM solution. Convergence check has 
been performed and it is found that the result using the exact kernel together with 
the magnetic frill source and EB basis function gives the best convergence 
behaviour. 
The lowest order TE mode, the broadside TEm, and the lowest order TM 
mode, the end-fire TMioi, have been studied. Experiment has been carried out to 
verify the results, and reasonable agreement between theory and experiment is 
obtained. The effects of the probe position, the probe length and the dielectric 
constant on the input impedance have been studied. By varying the probe length 
and the probe position, one can perform impedance matching in circuit designs. 
Moreover, by exciting different resonant modes, either a broadside or an end-fire 
radiation pattern can be obtained. 
The aperture-coupled excitation is studied as it offers several advantages over 
the probe-fed one such as the feasibility of integration with MMIC's and the 
avoidance of large probe self reactances at millimeter wave frequencies. Moreover, 
drilling holes in DR antenna for probe penetration is no longer necessary. To analyze 
the configuration, the reciprocity method has been used to formulate the problem, 
and the expression of the equivalent series impedance of the slot is obtained. The 
analysis consists of two parts: the DR antenna above the ground plane and the 
microstrip line excitation below the ground plane. In the former, modal method is 
used to obtain the exact magnetic field Green's function inside the DR due to the 
equivalent magnetic current in the slot. Again, the Green's function is expressed as 
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the sum of a particular and a homogeneous solutions so as to avoid numerical 
difficulties. In replacing the particular solution by a simple expression, another 
mathematical identity is established. The concept of equivalent radius of a 
cylindrical (magnetic) dipole is used so that the knowledge developed in the 
cylindrical dipole can be utilized to simplify computations. For the analysis of the 
microstrip part, the expressions are evaluated in spectral domain. Such calculations 
are well developed and computationally efficient. 
The broadside TEm mode and the end-fire TE221 mode are studied, and the 
results are verified by measurements. The effects of the slot length, slot position 
and the slot width on the input impedance are studied. It has been shown that 
impedance matching can be achieved by varying these parameters, and the feasibility 
of this new configuration is thus confirmed. 
While the single DR antenna has been studied successfully, the mutual 
coupling between two DRs is a potential topic for further DR study. Results of the 
mutual coupling can be used in array designs, which are necessary in some 
applications where a high antenna gain is required. 
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APPENDIX A 
PROOF OF EQUATION (2-16) 
A proof of (2-16) is given in this appendix. Using integration by parts, one 
obtains 
m � C ^ p ; " " e = m[p;:;^;i:-m (A-1) Jo uu “ Jo aU 
which can be rearranged to give 
饥[[P： j ^ K de+f p； j^p： de] = m [p： pX 
= m - 厂 ⑴ 户 ; " � ] ( A - 2 ) 
Using the fact that 
P ; ( - l ) = (-!)" (A-3) 
and 
|1 for m = 0 
lo for m > 0 
equation (2-16) can be established. 
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APPENDIX B 
DERIVATION OF EQUATION (2-43) 
In this appendix, equation (2-43) is derived. To begin with, the Maxwell's 





• • ^ = 0 (B-4) 
where J and p are the source current density and the source charge density, 
respectively. 
Note that (B-4) is satisfied if H is represented as the curl of some vector. 
Define a vector potential A such that 
^JJ = VxA (B-5) 
then substitution of (B-5) into (B-2) gives 
Vx(£+;coA) = 0 (B-6) 
Equation (B-6) is satisfied if (E+JaA) is represented as the gradient of some 
arbitrary scalar O. This leads to the following equation: 
£+;coA =-VO (B-7) 
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Insertion of (B-5) and (B-7) into (B-1) gives 
VxVxA -k^A = -yco^ L^ eVO + (B-8) 
where k^ = coji^ e. 
Now consider a vector potential A =A/ and a current vector J = J^f. 
_ 
Expansion of Vx VxA in spherical coordinates then gives 
• ⑷ - 丄 么 1 
r'sineL ael, ae j sinea^ :. 
$ d% 
^ r sin Qdrd(^ (B 9) 
On the other hand, expansion of VO in spherical coordinates gives 
: 1 ao … VO = r 3 - 4 - 0 - — + (B-10) dr r d9 r sin 9 d(t) 
By equating the components of r, 9 and $ on both sides of (B-8)，one obtains 
the following three equations: 
六 [嘉 [ s i n e 尝 ] 〜 - 趣 f + M^� ,（B-11) 
1 二 他 ( B ] 2 ) 
一 " “ 
1 . fj. ION 




— = (B-14) 
Ml^ltMlHi hi o r 
equations (B-12) and (B-13) are satisfied identically, while (B-11) becomes 
l ^ X . 1 d( . ^dA,] 1 A, .A, Jr 
+ � - = (B-15) 
Noting that 
r dr r^dry dr r j (B 工⑦ 
and 
• 5 ； ^’； ^动 m e 丽尿 （B-17) 
the following equation results: 
+ = (B-18) r r 
For a point current 人 located at r'(r', 0',中‘)，one has 
J _5(r-r08(9-e05((|)-f) (B_i9) 
“ 厂2 sin 0 
Replacing the function A, by the Green's function one obtains 
which is (2-43). 
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APPENDIX C 
DERIVATION OF EQUATION (2-44) 
In this Appendix，the procedure of solving the following equation is shown: 
( • 2 + 约 广 e ' ) 5 ( H 0 (c-i) 
r r r^sine 
To begin with, we first construct 
~ n •水 \jn{kr')hf\kr) r>r 
� = S S 巾 / ”. ， (C-2a) 
”=0 … Wn\kr')],{kr) r<r 
where 
A (C-2b) P r 
and o u is the coefficient to be determined. In (C-2), jrXx) = J„(x)/x and 
= Hf{x)lx are spherical Bessel of the first kind and spherical Hankel function 
of the second kind, respectively. To solve for oc抓，we integrate both sides of (C� l) 
• . • 
with respect to r over a vanishing interval including the point r\ The following 
equation is obtained : 
- � r : 二 - (c-3) 
_ " ^ � , : sine 
Next, the following transformation is defined : 
A = r f A_ P;(cos0) sin 0 d^dQ (C-4) 
P J9 = 0 J<t» = 0 
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so that (C-3) can be transformed to 
； ( c - 5 ) 
r一 
Using the orthogonal relationship for (equation (2-9)) together with the 
following orthogonal relationship for the associated Legendre functions [33，p.403]: 
� 2 {n-¥m)\ 
— • — ^ ― TQT* fl ZZ T 
P;(cos9) P;(cos6) sin0 = j + 1 {n-m)\ (C-6) 
0 for ni/^r 
equation (C-2a) can also be transformed to 
, 471 (n-hm)l ( 众 , r > r ' 
A — CI — . < (C-l^ 
P 脚 2" + 1 (n-m)! W^\kr%ikr) , r < r ' � ) 
Differentiating (C-7) with respect to r at r = and r = r: and comparing with (C-5)， 
one obtains the coefficient : 
字 《 一 ) 严 （C-8) 
From (C-2) and (C-8), equation (2-44) is obtained. 
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APPENDIX D 
PROPAGATION CONSTANT OF FIELDS INSIDE 
MICROSTRIPLINE 
This appendix gives some formulae to compute the propagation constant P 
of fields inside a microstripline. Given a dielectric substrate of dielectric constant 
e严 and height d�and a microstripline of width Wf, the effective dielectric constant 
e欢 using the static approximation is given by 
(a) 7 ^ 1 
mm -1 
� 
e 欢 4 ( 州 + 丢('广 1) + + (D-1) 
2 1 L^  ^ / j V J J � 
where k � i s the vacuum wave number. 
(b) 7 ^ 1 
( … + 厂 1)�1 + 12 美 ( D - 2 ) 
The propagation constant P is then given by: 
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The formula given above is valid only for low frequencies. At high 
frequencies where the dispersion effect is significant，the propagation constant P 
can be obtained using the full wave analysis [54], in which p is obtained by 
searching the root of the following equation: 
�(5;f/(-p，/gFj(/g 代 = 0 (D-4) 
"0 
where 
�K’ ky) = — s i n k,d — (D-5) 
聊 號 （D-6) 
and all other symbols are defined in (3-59). 
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APPENDIX E 
NUMERICAL TECHNIQUE OF SPECTRAL DOMAIN 
INTEGRAL 
In this appendix, the treatment of the surface wave pole in the evaluation of 
as given by (3-57) is discussed. To begin with, the evaluation of the integral 
is facilitated by changing the rectangular coordinates k” ky to polar coordinates p， 
a [20] where 
/:^  = pcosa (E-la) 
Jty = psina (E-lb) 
The new integration ranges are P = 0->oo and a = 0-^27C. The problem in 
evaluating the spectral domain integral is due to singularities introduced by the 
surface wave poles, whose locations can be determined by searching the roots of 
the following characteristic equations: 
TM surface wave poles 
7;(P) = e r A c o s M + A s i n M =0 (E-2) 
TE surface wave poles 
7;(p) = k^ cos k,d sin k,d = 0 (E-3) 
where the symbols are defined in (3-59). 
For lossless dielectric slab, the poles (occurring at P = PJ are real numbers 
which lie b e t w e e n � < & < I f dielectric loss is present, the poles move off 
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the real p axis to (J = p^  -yy, y>0. Given the dielectric constant e^ ,^ the substrate 
thickness d and the operating wavenumber、，the number of surface wave poles 
can be predicted as follows [52]: 
0 a < l 
n A / / jN (E-4) 
n n -- K<a< n +- k, n = 1,2,.. 
V ^ J V ^ J 
N^=n +1 mz<a <(n + l)7C, n = 1,2,.. (E-5) 
where 
a =ko 如rs -1 d 
N^  =number of TE surface wave poles 
Nm =number of TM surface wave poles 
Note that N^ is always greater than zero, which implies that TM surface wave 
has a zero cutoff frequency. 
Suppose only one surface wave mode is present. To avoid numerical 
difficulties caused by the surface wave pole p�’ the integration in the vicinity of p^  
is done analytically [20]. The procedure is given below: 
( )d^doL Jo Jo 
广27tf 广 P � - 5 广P � + S 1 
= ( ) ( ( )d^}da (E-6) 
Jo [Jo Jp�-S 5 
where 5 is chosen to be about O.OOU�. The surface wave is only contributed from 
the second integral which is evaluated analytically. To begin with, we write: 
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where has a zero at P = P �一 / y and /(P) represents the remaining non-singular 
portion of the integrand. To evaluate /g, the function is first expanded into a 
Taylor series. By truncating the first two terms, we have: 
U?>) -jy) + - j i ) [P - (p�-;Y)] 
= m - ; T ) [ P - ( P . - ; Y ) ] (E-8) 
Substituting (E-8) into (E-7), we get: 
广 P�+s /(P) 
…P�-s r/(p�-y'Y)[P-(p�-)Y)]"^P 
/ ( P o ) 广 。 邓 
/ ( P . ) 广。业 
= 孤 ） f 2 t a n - ^ l (E-9) 
For lossless dielectric, we have Y — 0+ and therefore 
7 一一 /冗服 ) (E-10) 
Since the integrations of the first and the third integrals can be done directly， 
Y^ ^ can now be evaluated without difficulties. Note that the infinite integration can 
generally be terminated at P« 150众o. 
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APPENDIX F 
EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP FOR PROBE -FED 
DR ANTENNA MEASUREMENT 
l ^ M l 
Fig. F-1 HP8510C Network Analyzer 
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DR Antenna Coaxial Probe 
^ ^ ^ m m , G � g _ Plane 
(a) 
DR Antenna 
^ ^ M I I m ^^ _^ Coaxial 
Probe 
(b) 
Fig. F-2 DR antenna, coaxial probe, and ground plane : 
(a) Top view (b) Close view 
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APPENDIX G 
EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP FOR APERTURE-
COUPLED DR ANTENNA MEASUREMENT 
H H H ^ ^ ^ f l m ^ H / Network • l i H " — 
二 l i ^ ^ f l ^ ^ H Calibratian — 
line 
FigG-1 Experimental set-up for aperture-coupled DR antenna 
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Ground plane of the microstrip 
feed line DR Antenna 
^ ^ f e : - : : : � . ： I P 
Fig. G-2 Close view of the DR antenna resting on the ground plane 
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